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A G E N D A
SPECIAL CITY COUNCIL MEETING
CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP
Tuesday, February 12, 2019, 8:30 am
Hillsborough Town Hall
1. 2018/2019 Budget Update and 2019/2020 Budget Preview
a. 2018/2019 Budget Update
b. 2019/2020 Budget Preview
c. Preliminary Budget Calendar 2019/2020

Jan and Rich

2. Departmental Updates
a. 2018/2019 Key Plans - Midyear Update
b. High Priorities and Challenges
c. What’s Changing

Each Department

3. Management Workshop Summary
a. Highlights/Intro to Management Enrichment Program
b. Management Enrichment Program

John M.
Rich, Liz R. and Nelson

4. City Council Updates
a. Waste Water Treatment Plant (San Mateo)
b. Storm Drain (Program Update)
c. Risk Assessment (Annual Check in)
d. Wildland Urban Interface
e. JPA Analysis
f. Tree Penalties

Paul
Jan and Paul
Jan and Chris
John K.
Chris
Chris, Liz and Jan

5. Items on the Horizon
a. Significant CIP Projects, Studies and Upcoming Projects
b. Police Department Building Assessment

Daniel (Paul)
Doug and Caroline

6. City Council Topics

City Council

PUBLIC COMMENT:
Under Government Code 54954.3, members of the public have the right to address the City Council on any
matter within the Council's jurisdiction. However, the Council may not take action on any non-agenda
item (except in emergency circumstances). Before addressing the Council, speakers are requested to
complete a yellow speaker's card and submit it to the City Clerk. Please come to the lectern, state your
name and address, limit remarks to 3 minutes, and do not repeat comments by other speakers.

SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS:
If you need a disability-related modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services, to
participate in the City Council meeting, or if you need an agenda in an alternate form, please contact the
City Clerk’s Office at 375-7412 at least 24 hours before the scheduled City Council meeting.

ATTACHMENTS:
Any items listed as “Attachments” to the agenda are available on the Town’s website or at the City Clerk’s
office.
Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the City Council regarding any item on this agenda,
except as exempt from public disclosure under applicable law, will be made available for public inspection
in the City Clerk’s Office located at 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA 94010, during normal
business hours.

Agenda Items 1a and 1b
2018/2019 Budget Update
2019/2020 Budget Preview
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Mid-Year 18-19 Financial Update and Preliminary 19-20 Budget Projection

This report provides an update on FY 18-19 mid-year budget and provides preliminary 19-20 budget
projections to support the goal setting and budget prioritization process.
Mid-Year Financial Update FY 18-19 - General Fund
 Revenues – Mid-year projection increases revenues by $1.1 million
o Property tax growth based final County estimates $0.1 million
o Excess ERAF exceeded County estimates by $0.6 million
o Interest income increase of $0.2 million
o Permitting remains steady at budget levels
o One-time building penalty $0.2 million
 Expenditures – Mid-year projection remains at adopted budget level
 Net Excess Revenue projected at roughly $0.5 million
Preliminary Projection FY 19-20 - General Fund
 Revenue Growth 2%
o Property taxes - Based on preliminary 19-20 tax roll of 4.5%
o Permits flat growth based on current Town trends
o One-time revenue from 18-19 building penalties not repeating in 19-20
 Expenditures Growth 4%
o COLA 3%
o PERS rates increasing approximately 3 to 5% of salaries
o CPI 2.5%
o General Fund Transfer $1.2 million and Loan $1.0 million to Sewer/Storm Drain Fund
 Excess -Revenues will likely exceed expenditures by $0.1 million

General Fund Summary
Revenue

FY 2018-19
Budget

FY 2018-19
Mid Yr Proj.

FY 2019-20
Preliminary

$ 26,905,508

$ 27,993,910

$ 28,612,908

% of Change

5%

Operating Expenditures

$ 25,293,547

$ 25,307,554

% of Change

2%

$ 26,290,725

11%

4%

Enterprise Funding: Sewer & Storm Drain

$ 2,200,000

$ 2,200,000

$ 2,200,000

Total Expenditures

$ 27,493,547

$ 27,507,554

$ 28,490,725

Excess(Shortfall)

$
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(588,038) $

486,357

$

122,183

General Fund Reserve
 The General Fund Reserve is comprised of the reserve required by policy for contingencies and
remainder can be used or kept as reserve by city council as deemed necessary (examples such as
capital projects, paying down debt/pensions, funding projects are held in reserve).
 In FY 18-19, City Council approved funding of $2.4 million into a Section 115 pension trust to
meet future obligations on pension liabilities. The total estimated need is $4.8 million, which is
the net present value of the increased contributions. The FAC recommended reviewing the
additional $2.4 million funding once a review of future budgets/needs was conducted. For
purposes of this analysis, the FY 2018-19 funding of $2.4 million and a potential FY 19-20
funding of $2.4 million is reflected as restricted cash in the summary below.

General Fund Reserve
General Fund Reserve
Less: Restricted Section 115 Pension Trust
Net Reserve
Breakdown:
Reserve 50% Per Policy For Contingencies
Storm Drain Funding
General Plan 2020
IT Replacements/Reserves
Sewer Enterprise
Uassigned/Contingencies
Total

FY 2018-19

FY 2019-20

$ 22,990,290
$ 2,400,000
$ 20,590,290

$ 23,112,473
$ 4,800,000
$ 18,312,473

$ 13,145,362
3,600,000
300,000
500,000
2,000,000
767,110
$ 18,312,473

Economic Update
The following provides context for the FY 19-20 economic climate from three different sources.
Information below has been shortened or paraphrased for use in this memo.
National and State Economy
From Beacon Economics - “The fact that the U.S. is on the edge of the longest economic expansion in the
nation’s history hasn’t dampened Beacon Economics’ latest forecast. Despite handwringing over
everything ranging from battles with major U.S. trading partners to a feared onset of inflation, Beacon’s
new outlook has the U.S. and California economies continuing to expand through 2020.” California has
experienced expansion in its industries in 2018 and wage and income increases are outpacing inflation.
With growth constrained by a tight labor market, California will need to grow the labor force by
addressing housing problems and promoting education and training. Source: Beaconomics Report, Winter 2019.
From National Economic Education Delegation (NEED) - In December, staff attended an update on the
U.S. and San Francisco Bay Area Economies by Jon Haveman of NEED. NEED is forecasting a slowdown in
2019 or 2020. On the national level, job growth remains robust, inflation and interest rates remain
relatively favorable, but there is concern that auto sales, home building and business investment are
slowing, and there is stock market volatility. The Bay Area is an extremely prosperous region. Growth in
the Bay Area is happening in high income sectors but is challenged by housing costs, which is
demonstrated by longer commutes and a net outmigration. It is extremely expensive place to do
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business (recent examples of companies such as Amazon not choosing Bay Area for headquarters) and
growth has been slowing in recent years. Rates of residential construction have been increasing but
there is enormous need, in particular, in affordable housing. Source: CSMFO presentation January 2019.
From Legislative Analyst’s Office –FY 19-20 Proposed Governor’s Budget -The table below shows the long
term economic drivers as estimated in the State budget for 19-20. Most economic drivers are showing
signs of a slowdown. The Governor's 19-20 proposed budget shows revenue increases of roughly 4%
mainly from personal income taxes. Cited is volatility in stock market prices and the effect it may have
on capital gain revenue. Source: LAO website.

Bay Area Housing
From California Association of Realtors - The median home price in the San Francisco Bay Area dipped
3.6% in December 2018 as compared to December 2017. Sales of single family detached homes in the
Bay Area as a whole fell 17.5% in December 2018 compared to a year ago, with eight of nine Bay Area
counties recording declines of more than 10 percent. The statewide median home price topped its
previous peak and set a new record in 2018, yet annual sales fell for the first time in four years (39 of 51
counties reported average decline of 20 percent). The statewide unsold inventory index, which is a ratio
of inventory over sales, increase to 3.5 months in December 2018 from 2.5 months in December 2017.
The median number of days it took to sell a California single-family home rose from 25 days in
December 2017 to 32 days in December 2018.
The economic trends that inform the revenue levels for the Town are the labor/personal income, real
estate and overall economic health. The Town’s primary source of revenue in the General Fund is
property tax (72% including excess ERAF and motor vehicle license fee in-lieu), which is based on the San
Mateo County Assessed Valuation roll. The preliminary FY 19-20 roll is at 4.5% for the Town.
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Agenda Item 1c
Preliminary Budget Calendar 2019/2020
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BUDGET CALENDAR – FISCAL YEAR 2019-20
Date

Tasks Description

January 16

MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP– Budget Process/Calendar

January 18

DISTRIBUTION of Budget Materials










Departmental Budget worksheets
Capital Equipment Request Form
New Personnel or Change of Program Form
Facilities Improvements Form
Vehicle Replacement Form
Fees and Charges
Budget Narrative
Current Organizational Chart
Performance or Workload Measures

February 12

CITY COUNCIL GOAL SETTING MEETING
 Feedback on 2019-20 Goals and related budget
 Budget Calendar/Process
 Mid Year Budget Update and Amendments, if applicable

February 15

DEADLINE to submit budgets to Finance:








th

Departmental Budget worksheets
Capital Equipment Request Form
New personnel or Change of Program Form
Changes to Fees and Charges Documentation
Budget Narrative
Organizational Chart
Performance Measures
Five Year CIP Plan and Equipment Replacement (Public Works)

Week of February 25

MEET - Departments meet with Finance and City Manager to review department
budget, narrative, and new fees and charges

March 7 and 28

MEET – Department Head Review

March 4 to April 5

Finance prepares Budget Document

Week of April 8

Proofread/Final Edits to Budget Document -Dept. Heads/City Manager

April 10

CCFD Board Meeting – CCFD Proposed Budget Review and Adoption

Week of April 22

Distribute Budget Document to FAC and City Council
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BUDGET CALENDAR – FISCAL YEAR 2019-20
Date

Tasks Description

April 30

FINANCIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING – Review of Proposed FY
2019-20 Budget and Master Fee Schedule; and Mid-Year FY 2018-19 Budget
Update
CITY COUNCIL STUDY SESSION – Review Proposed FY 2019-20 Budget
and Master Fee Schedule and Mid-Year FY 2018-19 Budget Update

May 13

Early May

Appropriations Limit posted to the public [at least 15 days prior to the June 10,
2019 meeting] – Government Code § 7910.
Public notice for fees and charges [Two publications with at least 5 days between
the dates of the first and last publication] – Government Code § 66018 and §
6062a.

June 10

CITY COUNCIL MEETING – Public Hearing and Adoption
 FY 2019-20 Budget including Cost of Allocation Plan [requires public
hearing]
 Resolution to adopt sewer charges
 Fees and charges [requires public notice and public hearing]
 Public safety special tax
 Interim Modification to Business License Tax
 Council adopts the Appropriations limit (approved by a roll call vote]

June

Public notice on collection of sewer charges [once a week for 2 successive
weeks with at least 5 days between publications] – Government Code § 6062a

June

Budget document produced and filed

July 1

Adopted fees and charges take effect

July 8

Council holds public hearing and adopts the following:
 Collection of sewer charges on the county tax roll [requires 2-week public
notice] – Government Code § 5473.1 and § 6066.
 Collection of Garbage flat fee. Storm Drainage charges and Public Safety
Special Tax on County tax roll
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Agenda Item 2
Departmental Updates
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Agenda Item 3
Management Workshop Summary
NO ATTACHMENTS

49
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Agenda Item 4a
Waste Water Treatment Plant (San Mateo)
CONFIDENTIAL PACKET

51

52

Agenda Item 4b
Storm Drain (Program Update)
NO ATTACHMENTS
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Agenda Item 4c
Risk Assessment
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Town of Hillsborough
City Council Goal Setting
February 12, 2019
Agenda Item - Town-Wide Risk Assessment - Annual Update

Town-Wide Risk Assessment Annual Update
This is an annual update on the Town-Wide Risk Assessment.
Background
A Town-Wide Risk Assessment was undertaken in 2017-18 to identify key areas of risk and the
mitigation measures in place or to be developed for the Town. Town management staff developed the
program using best practices. The approach and draft report was reviewed with the City Council at a
study session on July 9, 2018.
Organizations use risk assessments to help management anticipate and lessen the negative impact of
issues that may arise. Having a framework and process to follow makes it easier to identify and manage
risk on a continual basis. The risk assessment process also provides a foundation for communication at
all levels of the organization for anticipating, managing and controlling risk.
The objective of the program is to develop a risk assessment document that:
 Identifies the risks to achieving the organization’s objectives of providing services to its residents
 Documents mitigation measures that are in place or to be developed
 Can be used to communicate and track progress throughout the organization
The scope is $100k or more financial impact or significant impairment of management’s ability to
provide services to residents. The Risk Assessment program will be used in annual goal setting and
budget development, and will be communicated annually to track progress and update plans.
The Status Report below is a snapshot of some key highlights. For a complete listing, please refer to the
Detailed Templates. The colored scoring is intended to provide quick flag on areas that require
management attention. As of January 2019, the projects are deemed to be on track as indicated by
GREEN. The 2019 items will be incorporated into the 2019 goals/focus areas for the Town departments.
In the goal setting session, staff will provide a brief update and take any feedback from City Council. The
City Attorney will also discuss options for standby officers should a council member not be available in
an emergency. See attached memo.
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Town of Hillsborough
Risk Assessment Status Report
Measurement Date: January 2019
This summary report is a snapshot of some key highlights. A complete listing is on detailed templates.

Status

Category

2018 Completed

2019 Actions

* Formulated the new Management Enrichment
Program for future leaders
*Precontracts for staffing services implemented

* Launch Management Enrichment Program
* Evaluate options for standby officer for each cc member
if unavailable in emergency
*Conduct Compensation and Classification Study
* Ensure mutual aid agreements in place for all
departments
*Conduct violence in the workplace training
* Install new building security features
* Track and respond to wireless legislation

People and Risk Management

Legislation and Regulation

Economic and Financial

Disaster or Infrastructure Failure

Technology or Data Failure

* County Manager provided legislative update at
Management Meeting

* Studied CalPERS impacts and implemented Section 115
trust
* Reserves maintained at or above policy levels
*Adopted budget is within policy guidelines
*Investment portfolio reviewed by FAC Investment Sub
Committee
*Bonds are in compliance with convenants
*Town received clean audit opinion

*Review funding source for storm drain master plan
*Identify Sewer Fund revenue requirements for impact on
San Mateo WWTP improvements
*Review JPA contracts for financial risk
* Renew bond standby purchase agreement

* Completed CIP improvements as planned (e.g. water * Newly hired CCFD Community Resiliency Coordinator to
tanks, bridge, etc.) and continuing with High Line
plan 2019 EOC and CERT training and provide support for
Water Project planning
HNN.
* Received training on shelter procedures
*Conducted CERT, HNN and other training
*Started evaluation of Wildland Urban Interface
program
* Replaced all three server environments
* Conducted third party evaluation of IT security (Eaton)
* Developed new SOP for manual tape redundant backup
* Conducted PD Facility Assessment (Gatehouse)
*Replaced firewalls with NexGen
*Conducted annual cybersecurity training to all employees

*Develop training and policies per strategic plan
*Replace software/equip/servers as budgeted
* Develop new SOP for manual tape redundant backup
*Complete Phase 3 and 4 Fiber Project (to public works
yard)
* Develop plans for cloud and offsite storage for business
continuity
* Conduct annual firewall test

Key
Measurement is significantly behind expectation/goal and corrective action must be taken to cause improvement. (The proposed corrective action must be
notated below the measurement)
Measurement is behind expectations/goal; no corrective action is deemed necessary at present but this area is subject to heightened management review
and supervision to ensure improvement
Measurement is meeting expectation/goal or procedures are in place to attain goal

Recommendation: City Council provide feedback on any additional 2019 focus areas as necessary. For
next year’s update, it is recommended that staff meet with their department commissioners to receive
any further feedback.

Attachments:
Risk Assessment Detailed Templates
City Attorney Memo
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Team Three Leaders: Liz C./Jan/Kathy
Team Members: Kristin, Liz R, Nelson

CATEGORY

RISK STATEMENT

Elected body or
designated positions
(City Attorney,
Treasurer, City Clerk,
Police Chief) cannot
act

Governance & Personnel & Risk Management

Unexpected and/or
extended leaves of
absence (jury duty,
medical, etc.)

Cost of housing and
affordability for
employees

Retirements

Violence in the
Workplace

RISK MITIGATION OR ACTION
1. Muni Code ‐ City Manager is designated as
Director of Emergency services and designates Asst
Director and order of succession if Director or staff
unavailable
2. Consider Muni Code update to appoint stand‐by
officer to fill each cc seat in emergency if unavailable

1. Pre‐contract for staffing services with a master
contract for all administrative departments
(Pre‐
contracts for staffing implemented)
2. Bench plan with cross training for designated
alternates (via Management Enrichment Program)
3. Utiize the Management Enrichment Program to
train future leaders (Ready to implement)

1. Consider researching new forms of work models
(such as core hours, flex schedule, etc.) (Flex hours
in process)
2. Research best practices for housing assistance
programs
3. Explore partnering with other jurisdictions and/or
use Town property to provide employee housing (in
process via 21 Elements)
1. Train future leaders in the Management
Enrichment Program
2. Same steps as for unexpected leaves
3. Identify new ways to attract employees to the
Town. Steps currently being taken include career
development through the Management Enrichment
Program and conducting a Compensation and
Classification study to ensure clear job descriptions
and competitive compensation

1. Training
2. Ensure buildings are secure and install panic
buttons
3.
Continue Employee Assistance Benefit

1. Mutual Aid Agreements (Anticipated 2019)
Illness or death that 2. Joint EOC
impact a large number 3. Pre‐contract for staffing services (Implemented)
of personnel
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Materiality
& Likelihood

H/L

PRIMARY
ACCOUNTABILITY/
NEXT STEPS
CMO ‐ City attorney is
researching options for
stand‐by appointments
such as Muni Code update
to appoint stand‐by officer
to fill each cc seat in
emergency/other options

TBD ‐ Explore master
contract for all admin
departments
M/M

CMO ‐ Track best practices
for housing assistance
programs
M/H

M/H

H/L

H/L

CMO‐ Management
Enrichment Program
launched 1/1/2019
CMO ‐ Comp and Class
Study is commencing in
early 2019

PD ‐2019 Install Building
security and panic buttons
PD‐ 2019 Conduct
suspicious person training
for Town Hall and public
works locations

Dept. Heads ‐ 2019 Confirm
department mutual aid
agreements are current and
in place

STATUS

Team Three Leaders: Liz C./Jan/Kathy
Team Members: Kristin, Liz R, Nelson

Economic & Financial Risk

Legislation & Regulation

CATEGORY

RISK STATEMENT
Town does not deliver
on planning
requirements due to
ADRB not being able
to act; Same for Code
Enforcement
requirements

RISK MITIGATION OR ACTION
1. If due to pandemic or building safety, conduct
virtual meeting.
2. If no Board members can act, delegate to Director
and Council Commissioner (may require code
change)

1. Each department tracks legislation
(ongoing)
2. Conduct training for new regulations that impact
Fines/litigation
Town wide processes
resulting from
3. Each department follows best practices
regulatory non‐
(ongoing)
compliance, failure to 4. Train on mandatory policies annually; review
comply with new
policies regularly
legislation, laws or
5. Annual review of insurance coverage
Town policies

1. Develop flexible staffing/consulting opportunities
(Implemented)
2. Maintain contingency reserves at policy levels, at a
minimum
3. Annual review of budget by City Council and
Financial Advisory Committee
Loss of revenue caused 4. Periodic review of investment portfolio with FAC
by any impact such as investment committee to review diversification
recession, sudden
5. Long term planning for facilities, IT, CIP,
market failure, state equipment and vehicle replacements
takeaway
6. Consider the need to develop an alternate source
of revenue for unfunded needs (e.g. storm drains or
other long term needs)
7. Track legislative impacts to determine impact on
revenues and expenditures
1. Annual compliance filings and financial audit
2. Maintain enterprise water and sewer rates that
cover expenses (required by debt covenants)
Refunding of monies 3. Management oversight of grant requirement
caused by debt or
compliance
grant non compliance 4. Maintain Bond Standby Purchase Agreement
(liquidity facility)

Sole dependence on
1. Maintain reserves at policy level
major service partners‐ 2. Where deemed necessary, financial review of
financial or service
partner solvency at contract award for material
interruption
contracts
(wastewater
3. Establish backup provider if applicable.
treatment plants,
SFPUC water, fire JPA,
solid waste franchise,
PG&E)
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Materiality
& Likelihood

L/L

M/M

PRIMARY
ACCOUNTABILITY/
NEXT STEPS
City Attorney ‐ 2019
Review code
enhancements/best
practices

CMO and Dept. Heads ‐
Implement new legislation,
as applicable
HR ‐ 2019 Train on
mandatory policies
CMO ‐ County manager is
providing legislative update
at December 2018
management meeting

Finance ‐ Study source of
funding for storm drains
FInance ‐ Study impact of
CalPERS increases‐ in
progress
Finance ‐ Track CalPERS JPA
issues ‐ in progess
M/M

Finance ‐ Conduct bond
standby purchase
agreement renewal by June
2019
H/L

Finance
Review JPA contracts for
financial risk ‐ in progress
H/L

STATUS

Team One Leaders : Paul/John K.
Team Members:Doug, Tim, Daniel, Miyuki, Sara, Natalie

CATEGORY

RISK STATEMENT

Emergency Requiring
Mutual Aid

School Incident

RISK MITIGATION OR ACTION
1.Utilize existing formalized Mutual Aid
agreements (Existing)
2. To be used for routine calls for service
and emergencies
3. Dept policies cover responding agency
personnel
1. Deny Access, Render Safe, Establish
Detours, Public Messaging
2. Investigate Failure, Determine Causal
Factors, Prosecution

Disaster or Infrastructure Failure

1. CERT training for citizens to provide aid
Large scale earthquake
in their neighborhood areas
restricting access to
2. Utilize mutual aid agreements
service areas
1. Develop alternate ways of doing business
Pandemic ‐ System
such as remotely
overwhelm nad staffing 2. Utilize consultants and consult SMCO
shortages
OES
3. Develop health protocols
1. Initial Emergency Response
Fire with Significant
2. Utilize Mutual AId agreements
Life Loss
3. After Action Management Mutual Aid

EOC effectiveness

1. Recurrent and relevant EOC training
2. Develop mini training ccenarios
3. Ensure new staff has been trained

Water system failure ‐
Inability for CCFD to
use water supply
Power failure

1. Redundancies (e.g. generators)
2.Insure appropriate extra supplies on hand
3. Work with PG&E and PCE

1. Interupted Power, Water, Sewer, All
Landslides in public
Utilities
right of way cutting off
2. Life Saving Efforts and Evacuation
access as well as
Detours
underground utilities
3. Evacuation centers
1. Deny Access, Render Safe, Establish
Bridge collapse – we
Detours, Evalcuation, Public Messaging
have several bridges
2. Investigate Failure, Determine Causal
that are 90 to 100
Factors, Prosecution
years old
1. Deny Access, Render Safe, Establish
Lift Station collapse –
Detours, Evalcuation, Public Messaging
huge sewage mess and
2. Investigate Failure, Determine Causal
environmental damage
Factors, Prosecution
as well as loss of sewer
service until repaired.
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Materiality &
Likelihood

PRIMARY
ACCOUNTABILITY/
STEPS

Low Routine and
Emergency

Police

Low Routine and
Emergency

Police

Low Emergency
Anticipated

Police
Conduct CERT training

Low Emergency
Anticipated

TH and Police

Low Emergency
Anticipated

CCFD and Police

Low Emergency
Anticipated

NEXT

CMO
Conduct EOC training/mini
exercises New EOC trainer
postion expected to be on
board early 2019

Low Emergency
Anticipated

PW and CCFD

Low

PW, PG&E, CCFD

Low Emergency
Anticipated

PW, CCFD, PD, B&P

Low

PW, CCFD, PD, B&P

Low

PW

STATUS

Team One Leaders : Paul/John K.
Team Members:Doug, Tim, Daniel, Miyuki, Sara, Natalie

CATEGORY

RISK STATEMENT

Disaster or Infrastructure Failure

Water Tank collapse –
loss of regular public
convenience and
potential fire danger
Water Tank attacked
by terrorist trying to
poison the public

RISK MITIGATION OR ACTION
1. Deny Access, Render Safe, Establish
Detours, Evalcuation, Public Messaging
2. Investigate Failure, Determine Causal
Factors, Prosecution
1. Deny Access, Render Safe, Establish
Detours, Evalcuation, Public Messaging
2. Investigate Failure, Determine Causal
Factors, Prosecution

1. Deny Access, Render Safe, Establish
Water System
Detours, Evalcuation, Public Messaging
compromised from the
2. Investigate Failure, Determine Causal
regional level – unsafe
Factors, Prosecution
to drink and may cause
health issues.
1. Deny Access, Render Safe, Establish
Detours, Evalcuation, Public Messaging
PG&E Gas transmission
2. Investigate Failure, Determine Causal
line explosion
Factors, Prosecution

Gas leak into local
sewer system which
ignites and explodes

1. Deny Access, Render Safe, Establish
Detours, Evalcuation, Public Messaging
2. Investigate Failure, Determine Causal
Factors, Prosecution

1. Deny Access, Render Safe, Establish
Detours, Evalcuation, Public Messaging
Doran Bridge Hwy 280
2. Investigate Failure, Determine Causal
collapse
Factors, Prosecution
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Materiality &
Likelihood

PRIMARY
ACCOUNTABILITY/
STEPS

NEXT

Low Emergency
Anticipated

PW, CCFD, Police

Low Emergency
Anticipated

Police and PW

Low Emergency
Anticipated

Police, PW, SMCO, BAWSCA,
SFPUC

Low Emergency
Anticipated

All

Low Emergency
Anticipated

All

Low Emergency
Anticipated

MA for CHP SMCO

STATUS

Team Two Leader: John M.
Team members: Caroline, Rich, LeeAnn, William, Gigi

CAT.

RISK
STATEMENT

Cyber Attack

RISK MITIGATION OR
ACTION
VERY HIGH
& CONSTANT
Although protections are
in place the Town is still
vulnerable.
Hackers are always trying
to circumvent firewalls
and other protections so
users must be cautious at
all times when browsing,
opening emails and/or
sharing or using thumb
drives or other type of
data transfer devices.

Technology or Data Failure

HIGH
Technology or Server
Failure
The Town has three
server environments, PD,
TH and PW. The
separation
is necessary
Technology or
due
to
connectivity
issues
Server failure
and DOJ requirements.

MITIGATION
• The Town's firewall was changed to a Next‐gen
type firewall and the firewall is updated to the
latest firmware every year.
• The antivirus, malware protection and
vulnerability detection subscriptions are
automatically updated weekly.
• All traffic is logged syslog server.
• All workstations and laptops have anti‐virus and
firewall protections and are locked down to only
users with administrative access to install
software.
• Windows updates are being applied to both
workstations and servers.
• Email is screened as they come through the
firewall, then to the front‐end email server before
passing it to the email server.
• The Town continues to have mandatory
cybersecurity training on annual basis.
• The IT team sends random fake phishing emails
to all users, testing their awareness.
• The network environment and systems are
monitored 24/7

• The server environments are all setup with
Vmware virtual software containing two
redundant hosts and a storage area network for
storage.
• The storage is setup in a RAID 5 configuration
which allows for high end disk redundancy.
• Each server has a shadow copy of data enabled
allowing for fast recovery of data
• The backup software is currently automatically
setup to backup to disks.
• The Town recently installed three high‐speed
tape recovery systems
• Offsite and onsite backup will be implemented
once the site‐site fiber is in place.
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PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITY/
NEXT STEPS
•CMO
• Incorporate concept into the
annual budget
•Ongoing IT training program
• Stay current with latest Tech
and IT systems and security
• Continue to update staff IT
use policy
• Eaton evaluation
• Annual Firewall Updates
• Upcoming FIBER, leads to
daily basis backup

• CMO
• Develop a SOP a new
manual tape backup redundant
process for archiving purposes
• Cloud Based Storage
• Storage in Sacramento
(physical)

STATUS

Team Two Leader: John M.
Team members: Caroline, Rich, LeeAnn, William, Gigi

CAT.

RISK
STATEMENT

RISK MITIGATION OR
ACTION
HIGH
Technology or Server
Failure
LOW
Hard copy failure, move
to electronic copies
and/or paperless systems

Technology or
Server failure
/Hard copy
failure

MITIGATION
• The Town recently replace all three server
equipment environments (TH, PD & PW) . This
project will improve the network system security,
performance, reliability, scalability, and increase
storage.
• The town installed new server environments
with Vmware vSAN Hyper‐converged software‐
defined storage platform containing 3 hosts.
• Backup to disk using Veeam software is
configured for each environment.
• The new system environments will have
matching technology, software and hardware
components which will eliminate past issues with
system compatibility and software support.
• The new server system will allow for onsite and
offsite 24/7 monitoring and notification of issues
or failures.
• TH and CY critical systems are being backed up
to Amazon cloud services for DR purposes. PD will
follow as soon as the faster connection to the
internet is in place.
• Site to site replication between TH and CY will be
implemented when the Fiber Project is completed
as offsite copies.

PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITY/
NEXT STEPS
• CMO
• Continue to incorporate
concept into the annual budget‐
connectivity and fiber‐ and
software replacements
• Built/completed PW Server
Update
• Upcoming‐ Electronic Trakit
• Upcoming‐ FInancial
Software

The final Phase III Fiber Project is scheduled to
start in August. The upcoming fiber projects will
Improve connectivity which will allow: offsite
redundant backups, evening data transfer for
onsite backup, improved internal data and
software use and allow for cloud based backup
system and storage.
LOW
1. Development of the
2017 5 Year IT Strategic
Plan
Failure to keep
up with
technology

Th T

i FY18/19 ill b b ildi

RFP t

Windows updates /anti‐virus
updates/server/network hardware are necessary
for business continuity. Cloud technology is the
popular technology and we will start exploring
options to move applications to the cloud. Email
and backup will be first. Keeping up with
technology is necessary for progression and
supported applications.
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• PW/CMO
• Update the 10 yr. ITSP
• Upcoming‐ Online Payment
solutions, Financial Software
• Champion for softwares or
projects

STATUS

Team Two Leader: John M.
Team members: Caroline, Rich, LeeAnn, William, Gigi

CAT.

RISK
STATEMENT

RISK MITIGATION OR
ACTION

Social Media
Communicatio
n

PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITY/
NEXT STEPS

MITIGATION
Continues to evolve and continuously explore
• FIN/CMO ‐ Website Updated
social media improvements, systems, options and since last discussion
methods
• WaterSmart notifications
• Continuing E‐Announcments
• PD Continue to use
Twitter/Facebook
• Still concerns with Town
owned social media pages

Technology or Data Failure

1. Utilize Gate House as The Police Facility is currently being assessed for
Police Facility temporary site (Existing) structural integrity, ADA compliance and
Failure (IT ‐
functionality
911)
1. Utilize common county
Radio System radio back up frequencies
Failure
(Existing)

Emergency
Residential
Notification
System

1. Formal program in
place (Existing)
2. SMC Alert
3. SMC Alert two way
CERT/HNN Project

1. Utilize alternate means
of communication HAM,
Disruption of cell, direct radio etc.
911 service via 2. Partner with
natural
Burlingame
disaster or
3. County SAMCAT Dark
earthquake
fiber program

• PD/CMO‐ PD facility
assessment
• Building Evaluation
complete, next steps and
committee being created
• PD ‐ PW
• Current in place/as is
• Keeping systems current

• PD ‐ CMO
• Current in place/as is
• Also notify through social
media, hand radio, FRS radio,
PA system, Door‐to‐door if
need be
• Continue ongoing training,
emphasis on quick evacuation
process (HNN, CERT)

The Phase III & IV Fiber Projects . The upcoming
fiber projects will Improve connectivity which will
allow: offsite redundant backups, evening data
transfer for onsite backup, improved internal data
and software use and allow for cloud based
backup system and storage.
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• PD ‐ CMO
• Complete PH 3 & 4 Fiber
Projects
• Sign Boards
• Connect to standard Comcast
line

STATUS

Team Two Leader: John M.
Team members: Caroline, Rich, LeeAnn, William, Gigi

CAT.

RISK
STATEMENT

Tech
Continuation
of Town
Payables/Payr
oll

RISK MITIGATION OR
ACTION
Medium‐ If a natural
disaster prevented staff
from conducting Finance
operations at Town hall,
what would we have in
place to continue…

MITIGATION
Town staff (after tech upgrades) would be able to
(1) access cloud based payroll software and
continue to pay personel outside of the office.
Even if timesheets were unable to be submitted,
staff could go off of MOU, previous payroll and
existing statistics in EE set up. (2) for payables,
access financial software from backups and do
online check payments through existing banking
relations
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PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITY/
NEXT STEPS
• FIN ‐ CMO
• Complete cloud based and
secondary server backups for
staff to access financial
software remotely VPN.
• Access online banking with
correct approval setup
• Connect to cloud based
softwares

STATUS

Memorandum
To:
From:
Meeting
Date:
Re:

Mayor Christianson and Honorable City
Council
City Attorney’s Office
February 12, 2019

File No.:

61236.01000

Appointing Standby Council Members to Act in a Disaster or Emergency
INTRODUCTION

The California Emergency Services Act (“Act”) (Government Code sections 8635-8644)
provides for the preservation of local government in the event of a state of war emergency, state
of emergency, or a local emergency by allowing a local governing body to appoint a succession
of standby officers in order to preserve law and order and maintain or restore government
services.
QUESTION PRESENTED
What is the process for the Town of Hillsborough (“Town”) to appoint standby officers in
the event of a disaster or emergency?
SHORT ANSWER
The Act describes the process for designating standby officers for city officers unable to
perform their duties in the event of a disaster or emergency. Pursuant to the Act, the Town is
authorized to appoint three standby officers for each member of the City Council, and three
standby officers for the City Manager. The Town could consider adopting an ordinance or
resolution that describes the process outlined in the Act, but the Town is not required to do so in
order to make the appointments. The standby officers would be appointed by resolution.
ANALYSIS
A.

The California Emergency Services Act

The Act provides the authority and the procedures to be employed to ensure the
preservation of a local government during a state of war emergency,1 a state of emergency,2 or a

A “state of war emergency” is defined by state law as the condition that exists immediately, with or without a
proclamation thereof by the Governor, whenever California or the United States is attacked by an enemy of the
United States or whenever California receives a warning from the United States government indicating that an
enemy attack is probable or imminent. (Gov. Code, § 8558(a).)
1
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local emergency.3 The Act designates the local governing body, here, the Town’s City Council,
as having the power to appoint three standby officers for each member of the City Council, and
three standby officers for the City Manager, to serve in the event that the official becomes
unavailable in an emergency.4 (Gov. Code, § 8638.) An official is considered “unavailable” for
purposes of the statute if that person is either killed, missing, or so seriously injured as to be
unable to attend meetings and otherwise perform his or her duties. (Gov. Code, § 8636.)
The three standby officers should be designated No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3, as the case may
be. If a standby office becomes vacant because of removal, death, resignation, or other cause,
the City Council has the power to appoint another person to fill that office. (Gov. Code, § 8638.)
When considering appointment of the standby officers, the City Council should
investigate the qualifications of each prospective standby officer, and should consider their
places of residence and work, to provide the greatest probability of survivorship. Standby
officers may be residents or officers of a political subdivision other than the Town. (Gov. Code,
§ 8639.)
Once appointed, each standby officer must take the oath of office required for the officer
occupying the office for which he or she stands by. Persons appointed as standby officers shall
serve in their posts as standby officers at the pleasure of the City Council and may be removed
and replaced at any time with or without cause. (Gov. Code, § 8640.)
Each standby officer has the following duties:
1.

To keep informed of the duties of the office for which the officer stands
by;

2.

To keep informed of the business and affairs of the Town to the extent
necessary to enable the standby officer to fill his or her post competently;

A “state of emergency” is defined by state law as the duly proclaimed existence of conditions of disaster or
extreme peril to the safety of persons and property within the state caused by air pollution, fire, flood, storm,
epidemic, riot, drought, cyberterrorism, sudden and severe energy shortage, plant or animal infestation or disease,
the Governor’s warning of an earthquake or volcanic prediction, or an earthquake, or other conditions, other than
conditions resulting from a labor controversy or conditions causing a “state of war emergency,” which are or are
likely to be beyond the control of any single county, city and county, or city and require the combined forces of a
mutual aid region(s) to combat. (Gov. Code, § 8558(b).) The Governor is empowered to declare a state of
emergency. (Gov. Code, § 8625.) During an emergency, local ordinances remain in effect unless suspended or
superseded. (Gov. Code, § 8614.)
3 A “local emergency” is defined by state law as the same as a “state of emergency,” but the conditions are within
the territorial limits of a local jurisdiction and require combined forces of other political subdivisions to combat.
(Gov. Code, § 8558(c).)
4 The Act also authorizes a legislative body to “provide for the succession of officers who head departments having
duties in the maintenance of law and order or in the furnishing of public services relating to health and safety,” but
no specific procedure is set forth for doing so. (See Gov. Code, § 8637.)
2
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3.

To immediately report himself or herself ready for duty in the event of a
state or war, a state of emergency, or a local emergency at the place and in
the method previously designated by the Town; and

4.

To fill the post for which he or she has been appointed when the regular
officer is unavailable during a state of war emergency, a state of
emergency, or a local emergency. (Gov. Code, § 8641.)

Standby officers Nos. 2 and 3 shall substitute in succession for standby officer
No. 1 in the same way that standby officer No. 1 is substituted in place of the
regular officer. The standby officer shall serve until the regular officer becomes
available or until the election or appointment of a new regular officer. (Gov.
Code, § 8641.)
B.

Examples of Other Cities’ Standby Officer Procedures

Some California cities have added language to their municipal codes to describe the Act’s
process for appointing standby officers. For example, the Cities of Riverside and Palm Desert
each have sections addressing standby officers within chapters covering emergency management
and disaster relief in their municipal codes. (Riverside Muni. Code, § 9.20.280; Palm Desert
Muni. Code, § 2.48.095.) Alternatively, other cities, such as Berkeley and Moraga, have adopted
similar procedures by resolutions as part of their emergency preparedness planning. Some cities
simply adopt resolutions to designate the standby officers for each city council member and the
city manager pursuant to the Act.
C.

Recommendations

As discussed above, the Town is authorized by the Act to appoint standby officers for
each City Council member and the City Manager. The Town could add language to its
municipal code to describe the process for appointing standby officers. For example, such
language could be added to Hillsborough Municipal Code Chapter 2.24, “Emergency
Organization” or to Chapter 2.04, “City Council” and Chapter 2.06, “City Manager.”
Alternatively, the Town could adopt the process by resolution.
The Government Code states that standby officers “shall” have the powers listed in
Section 8641. However, the Town could specify, in the ordinance or resolution appointing the
standby officers, certain limits on the standby officers’ duties. For example, one of the standby
officers’ duties is to immediately report as ready for duty in the event of an emergency at the
place and in the method previously designated by the Town. The City Council could provide
that the “method” by which the standby officers report for duty is to call the Town to see if they
are needed, rather than showing up at City Hall. Also, it is important to note that City officers
are only considered “unavailable” when they are killed, missing, or so seriously injured as to be
-361236.01000\31756009.2
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unable to attend meetings. Standby officers are only authorized to perform their duties if those
circumstances exist.
CONCLUSION
The Town is authorized to appoint three standby officers for each City Council member
and the City Manager. Among other duties, the standby officers are required to take the oath of
office, to keep informed of the business of the Town, and to be ready for duty in the event of an
emergency. Standby officers serve at the pleasure of the City Council and may be removed at
any time, with or without cause.
The Town could consider adopting an ordinance or resolution to set forth the
appointment process, but is not required to do so in order to appoint standby officers. Individual
appointments of standby officers would be made by resolution.
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‘Shadow government?’ No, it’s emergency ‘standby’ City Council service – The Mercury... Page 1 of 3

News

‘standby’ City Council service
| Bay Area News Group
April 19, 2016 at 5:54 am

Gary Alpert got to know Bill Clarkson pretty well while working on Clarkson’s first San Ramon
mayoral election campaign in 2011 — well enough to tap him to be a “standby” City Council member.
“I think he came to trust my judgment,” said Alpert, a retired AT&T director of technology and
current member of the city’s Economic Development Advisory Committee. Alpert is top-ranked
among the three people Clarkson has chosen to assume his council duties should an enemy attack,
natural disaster or other event render him unable to perform his mayoral duties.
It isn’t a “shadow government,” as some conspiracy-minded websites continue to espouse. But for the
council members and county supervisors who select their potential stand-ins, it’s an upfront and
serious move to be prepared in a worst-case scenario.
“I think it’s prudent, since it takes little time and almost no money, even if it isn’t a priority,”
Clarkson said. “If the worst happens … the city manager could be in an awkward position to make
financial decisions.”
Members of several East Bay cities’ elected councils, as well as the Contra Costa County Board of
Supervisors, have for decades chosen people they know and trust to be willing to help run their cities
should the unthinkable happen. It’s called for in Article 15, Sections 8635 through 8644, of the state
of California Government Code that provide for “preservation of local government” should the elected
leaders end up dead, injured or missing.
The chances of any of these council standbys coming to power are slim to none; no one asked for this
story could remember any East Bay standby official ever stepping into the fray.
It’s hard to know how many of California’s 482 cities and towns do have standby elected leaders and
top administrators; neither the League of California Cities nor the state Office of Emergency Services
tracks this.
Some city attorneys say the language of the code section 8638 — including “the governing body
thereof shall have the power to appoint the following standby officers” — isn’t an edict legally
requiring standby councilors be named. Indeed, this exercise isn’t performed by the San Jose,
Livermore, Oakland, Martinez, Livermore or Pleasanton city councils, or by the Alameda County or
Santa Clara County supervisors, though virtually all California cities and towns have emergency
operation plans.
But in cities where standby council members are chosen, elected officials said it’s all about being
prepared. A 9/11-style attack could happen anywhere, they say — a Bay Bridge could be destroyed, or
the TransAmerica “pyramid” toppled.
“It’s conceivable that, at some point, that one or more of us will be incapacitated, out of town or in
some other situation in which we couldn’t perform our jobs,” said Loella Haskew, mayor of Walnut
Creek, where City Council members earlier this month affirmed their annual choices. Council
members in that city have been so choosing standbys for decades.
These “preservation of local government” code sections were first adopted in 1970, and updated a few
times since, most recently in 2013. The code makes no mention of any specific prospective enemy, but
Yolo County’s current emergency plan mentions the danger presented by both “old Cold War
enemies” and “previously minor” nations that have attack missile or nuclear capability.
Humboldt County’s emergency plan says that area’s greatest threat is its vulnerability to earthquakes,
which could present the same need for council standbys.
Some cities without “standbys,” like Oakland, instead provide for the vice mayor to step in for the
mayor, and the council president pro tempore for the council president, in the event of an attack or
other disaster. Though San Jose has never appointed “standby” council members, the city’s charter
gives council members the power to appoint people to carry out the duties of positions where the
incumbent is “killed, missing or disabled” in an attack or natural disaster.
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Danville council members each chose standby council members from 1983 through 1993, but the city
now designates holders of specific positions — starting with the chairpersons of the Planning
Commission, Parks and Leisure Services Commission and then the Planning Commission vice chair —
as standby decision-making leaders.
For her designees, Walnut Creek’s Haskew chose three people she knows well — former council
members Gary Skrel and Sue Rainey and current BART board director Gail Murray. Richmond council
members’ standby lists, on the other hand, are heavy with local political and human rights group
activists. Richmond Mayor Tom Butt has chosen three family members as his designees: “Why not?
They’re competent and I trust them.”
The Pittsburg City Council took flak in the late 1990s when, in choosing its standbys, some local
critics said these choices amounted to an unelected “shadow government” populated by council
confidantes. That idea brought laughs from Haskew and Clarkson. But familiarity with these standbys,
Clarkson countered, is an absolute must. “I know and trust them, and they’re well qualified to make
sound, crucial decisions.”
Walnut Creek standbys go through a special training annually, including a tour of the city’s
emergency operations center. “They’re very much incorporated into the city’s emergency
management plan.” said Nick Zubel, that city’s emergency preparedness coordinator.
Martinez Mayor Rob Schroder acknowledged standby selections in that city faded away years ago,
partly because the city has other emergency measures in place. Choosing standbys, he said, is a mixed
bag.
“It’s always good to be prepared, because you never know,” he said. “At the same time, it could create
issues — there should be some way to formally qualify these individuals we choose.”
Alpert said he fully intends to stay qualified, and to that end has taken the city’s “San Ramon
Government 101” class, and Leadership San Ramon Valley training.
“I’m honored, definitely,” Alpert said, “but it’s one of those things you hope never, ever happens.”
Staff writers David DeBolt, Jennifer Modenessi, Lisa P. White, Rowena Coetsee and Ramona Giwargis
. Follow him at
Twitter.com/samrichardsWC
SERVING IN AN EMERGENCY
City/Town Council members from Berkeley, Pleasant Hill, Antioch, Richmond, Concord, Lafayette,
Oakley, Moraga, Walnut Creek and San Ramon, and the supervisors in Contra Costa County, are each
asked to choose three “standby” members they believe could handle making stressful, crucial
decisions over a short period during a man-made disaster like an enemy military attack, or a
devastating “Act of God” occurrence like a major earthquake. The standbys would come online if their
elected council designators are killed, injured or otherwise incapacitated or unable to take part in a
meeting, live or via phone or teleconference. Such “standby” council members and county supervisors
are sworn in like elected councilors, and in the event of such a disaster would serve either until the
elected members return, or until the next election. These standby members and their duties are
outlined in Article 15, Sections 8635 through 8644 of the state of California Government Code.

By Andy Coffaro When Vietnam veteran Doug Brown needed a modified bathtub installed in his home to accommodate his postwar lifestyle, Greater LA...

Sam Richards has been a newspaper reporter/editor since 1982,
when he got his first job as a weekend police reporter in Missoula, Mont. He later
worked in Belgrade, Mont. and Tracy, Calif. before joining in 1992 what became
the Bay Area News Group. He works out of Walnut Creek, covering a variety of
stories, with a focus on City Hall news.
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Agenda Item 4d
Wildland Urban Interface
NO ATTACHMENTS
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Agenda Item 4e
JPA Analysis
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Memorandum
To:
From:
Meeting
Date:
Re:

Financial Advisory Committee
Jan Cooke, Finance Director
City Attorney’s Office
December 4, 2018
Joint Powers Authority Liability and Assembly Bill 1912

ISSUE AND BACKGROUND
Earlier in 2018, the Financial Advisory Committee (“FAC”) inquired into whether the
Town of Hillsborough (“Town”) would have any ongoing financial liability based on its current
membership in any Joint Powers Authority Agreement (“JPA”) formed under Government Code
Section, 6500, et seq. (otherwise known as the “Joint Exercise of Powers Act”).
This question likely arose based on Assembly Bill (AB) 1912 that was introduced in early
2018 by Assemblyman Freddie Rodriguez as a legislative response to the highly-publicized
default and subsequent termination of East San Gabriel Valley Human Services Consortium’s (a
JPA and also known as LA Works) pension contract with CalPERS. This resulted in a 63%
reduction in the retirement benefits of 193 retirees that accrued while they were employed by LA
Works. Previous iterations of AB 1912 eliminated the clause in California Government Code
Section 6508.1 in the Joint Exercise of Powers Act that permits an agreement between one or
more agencies to a JPA to specify that their debts, liabilities, and obligations are not the
responsibility of each individual agency, but are the responsibility of the JPA itself. As such,
previous iterations of the bill required that all debts, obligations and liabilities of a JPA
(including CalPERS pension obligations) be shared by each individual member agency. Further,
prior iterations of AB 1912 specified that if a JPA participates in a public retirement system, all
parties (both current and former) would be jointly and severally liable for all obligations to the
retirement system. This provision was to apply not just prospectively, but to existing
agreements.
This memo will discuss AB 1912 and its applicability to the Town’s current JPA
arrangements with regard to pension liability. This memo will also analyze any provisions in
any JPA agreement that reference any ongoing liability or costs for the Town.
CURRENT STATUS OF AB 1912
AB 1912 was amended several more times over the course of this legislative year prior to
being signed into law by Governor Brown. It becomes effective on January 1, 2019. The final
version of the bill reinstates the California Government Code Section 6508.1 language that
permits a JPA agreement to specify that the debts, liabilities and obligations are the JPA’s alone.
61236.01000\31591604.1
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The one exception is with respect to retirement liabilities if the JPA contracts with a “public
retirement system.” The following is a summary of the most significant aspects of the bill:


Shared Retirement Liabilities of the JPA. The retirement liabilities of a JPA are the
debts of the member agencies that are a party to the JPA agreement. This rule applies
on a retroactive and prospective basis. However AB 1912 would not apply to member
agencies to a JPA whose retirement contract was terminated prior to AB 1912’s
passage or to member agencies to a JPA that dissolved prior to January 1, 2019.



Apportionment if JPA Winds Down. Member agencies would only be required to
apportion retirement liabilities if the JPA dissolved, ceased operations, or when its
contract with the public retirement system is terminated. This means that a JPA that is
not at risk of failing would not be forced to apportion the JPA’s retirement liability
among the member agencies.



Timing of Apportionment Agreement. For any JPA participating in CalPERS,
member agencies would need to apportion retirement liabilities of the JPA and submit
a copy of the agreement to the CalPERS Board prior to filing a notice to terminate.
Additionally, any JPA subject to potential termination for failure to pay employer
contributions would need to provide the Board with a copy of the apportionment
agreement within 60 days’ notice.



CalPERS’ Determination of Apportionment. If member agencies are unable to agree
as to apportionment, the retirement board (i.e., CalPERS for legacy members) would
determine apportionment between member agencies based on the share of service
received by each member agency, or the population of each member agency. A
member agency may challenge the Board’s determination, in which case an arbitrator
would make the final and binding determination.



Member Agencies Always Remain Liable. Terminating JPAs and their member
agencies will remain liable to CalPERS if there are still inadequate funds available for
the benefits promised (e.g. one member agency defaults on its obligations), even after
member agencies agree or the Board apportions 100% of the JPA’s retirement
liabilities.
ANALYSIS
List of JPA Agreements Analyzed

The City Attorney’s Office reviewed all of the current JPA agreements that the Town is a
member of, including the following:


Bay Area Employee Relations Services (BAERS)
-2-
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California Hero Program



California Statewide Communities Development Authority



Central County Fire Department JPA Agreement



City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County (C/CAG)



Housing Endowment and Regional Trust (HEART)



Peninsula Clean Energy Authority of San Mateo County



Peninsula Traffic Congestion Relief Alliance



Pooled Liability Assurance Network (PLAN) Joint Powers Authority
Agreement



San Mateo Cable Television Authority (SAMCAT)



San Mateo County Cities Insurance Group



San Mateo County Narcotics Task Force



San Mateo Operational Area Emergency Service Organization



San Mateo Pre- Hospital Emergency Services Providers Group Advanced
Life Support (ALS)



South Bayside Waste Management Authority (SBWMA)
AB 1912 Pension Liability

Out of the above list, the following JPAs have a contract with CalPERS:


Central County Fire Department JPA Agreement



City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County (C/CAG)



Peninsula Traffic Congestion Relief Alliance

As stated above, effective January 1, 2019 with the passage of AB 1912, the retirement
liabilities of the above JPAs are the debts of the member agency parties to the JPA agreement,
including the Town. This rule applies on a retroactive and prospective basis.
-361236.01000\31591604.1
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Other JPA Agreements with Ongoing Debts and Liabilities
JPA Agreement

Purpose

Provisions Detailing Ongoing Debts and Liabilities

City/County Assoc of To prepare, review, adopt,
Governments of SM Co monitor,
and
facilitate
(C/CAG)
implementation
by
the
member agencies of countywide state mandated plans
including
congestion
management, etc.
Peninsula Clean Energy
To establish and operate
Peninsula Clean Energy as a
Community
Choice
Aggregation (CCA) program,
an electric service enterprise
available to cities and
counties
pursuant
to
California Public Utilities
Code Sections
331.1(c) and 366.2.

Section 17: Any out-of-pocket expenses or loss
from settlements or judgments that arise out of the
operation of the agreement, within limits of the
County’s self-insured retention shall be shared by
the parties proportionate to their share of
contributions.
Section 6.1.4: Continuing Financial Obligation:
Further Assurances. A Party that withdraws its
participation in the CCA Program may be subject to
certain continuing financial obligations, as
described in Section 6.3.

Section 6.3: Continuing Financial Obligations:
Refund. Upon a withdrawal or involuntary
termination, the Party shall remain responsible for
any claims, demands, damages, or other financial
obligations arising from the Party membership or
participation in the CCA Program through the date
of its withdrawal or early termination. This may
include losses from the resale of power contracted
for by the Authority to serve the Party’s load.
Pooled Liability Assurance To provide pooled insurance Article XIX, Withdrawal: The withdrawal of a
Network (PLAN) Joint services for all member Member Entity from membership in the Authority
Powers
Authority agencies.
shall not terminate its responsibility, as defined by
Agreement
any of the Governing Documents of the Authority,
to contribute its share of premiums or funds to any
fund or coverage program created by the Authority
in which the withdrawing Member Entity has
participated.
Article XXI, Termination and Distribution: This
Agreement may be terminated by the written
consent of two-thirds of the Member Entities.
However, this Agreement and the Authority shall
continue to exist after termination for the purpose of
disposing of all claims, debts and other obligations,
distribution of assets, and all other functions
necessary to conclude the obligations and affairs of
-461236.01000\31591604.1
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the Authority. Upon termination of this Agreement,
after disposition of all claims debts and other
obligations, the remaining assets of the Authority
shall be distributed and apportioned among the
Member Entities that have been participants in its
Programs, including those Member Entities which
previously withdrew or were expelled
San Mateo County Cities To
provide
worker’s Section 12: Liability- Each member is liable for its
Insurance Group
compensation
insurance pro-rata share of all debts and liabilities of the
coverage for all member Group and Workers’ Compensation claims against
agencies.
members
San Mateo Operational To provide for unified
Area Emergency Service emergency organization for
Organization
the purpose of preparing and
carrying out, coordinated
plans for the protections of
persons and property in the
event of a disaster.
South
Bay
Waste To
provide
strategic
Management
Authority oversight,
support
and
(SBWMA)
management
of
service
providers that collect, process,
recycle and dispose of solid
waste materials for the
member agencies.

Section I: Any out-of-pocket expenses or loss from
settlements or judgments that arise out of the
operation of the agreement, within limits of the
County’s self-insured retention shall be shared by
the parties proportionate to their share of
contributions.
Section 15.1, Withdrawal Conditions: A member
may not withdraw from SBWMA unless and until
the member achieves the liquidation in full of its
proportion of any and all existing debts, obligations
and liabilities incurred, earned, or expected to be
earned by the date of withdrawal.
Section 16.1, Termination Requirements: If the JPA
agreement is terminated, but there is a successor
agency to SBWMA, then that successor agency
assumes all assets and liabilities. If there is no
successor agency, the assets and liabilities shall be
apportioned to each Member. Anny amounts owed
to SBWMA by a member agency shall survive the
termination of the Agreement.
CHRISTOPHER J. DIAZ
SAMANTHA CHEN
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Agenda Item 4f
Tree Penalties
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Memorandum
To:
From:
Meeting
Date:
Re:

Mayor Christianson and Honorable City
Council
City Attorney’s Office
February 12, 2019

File No.:

61236.01000

Tree Ordinance Penalty Provisions
BACKGROUND

The Town of Hillsborough (“Town”) has requested advise as to the types of
penalties the Town may impose when a tree is unlawfully damaged or removed. This
memorandum addresses the types of penalties that the Town may impose, and provides examples
of penalties imposed by other cities.
QUESTION PRESENTED
1.

What types of penalties do other cities impose for unlawful
damage to or removal of a tree?

2.

May the Town’s tree ordinance impose a penalty based on
the increase in value of the property gained by the removal
of a tree?

3.

May the Town establish a two tier penalty for unpermitted
tree removal using the International Society of
Arboriculture (“ISA”) index to establish a lower tier price
and upper tier price (“ISA Index Penalty”)?

4.

May the Town withhold a development permit for
construction on a property upon which a tree was destroyed
or removed without a permit for a period of five years from
the date of the violation (“Development Permit Penalty”)?
Could the director of building and planning waive this limit
if the tree is replaced?

5.

May the Town apply both the ISA Index Penalty and the
Development Permit Penalty to a property under
development that has an unpermitted tree removal? May
only the ISA Index Penalty be applied to a property where
there is currently no development under way?

61236.01000\31767470.1
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ANALYSIS
Attached to this memorandum is a chart comparing the tree ordinances of
Hillsborough, Lafayette, and Big Bear Lake, and summarizing the relevant provisions of the tree
ordinances for Hermosa Beach and Lake Forest. In addition, examples of penalty provisions
adopted by the cities of Woodland, Los Angeles, and Santee are discussed in the body of this
memorandum. Each of the Town’s specific questions are addressed below.
1.
What types of penalties to do other cities impose for unlawful damage
to or removal of a tree? See attached chart.
As indicated by the attached chart, generally cities identify certain protected trees
and require a permit for removal of a protected tree. The penalties vary from city to city, but
generally the violation is a misdemeanor, and the person who removed the tree is required to
replace the tree or pay the city restitution equal to the value of the tree. Lafayette’s ordinance
also provides that a development permit may not be issued for construction on a property upon
which a protected tree was destroyed or removed without a permit for a period of five years from
the date of violation.
2.
May the tree ordinance impose a penalty based on the increase in
value of the property gained by the removal of the tree? Likely no.
We are not aware of any tree ordinances that impose a penalty based on the
increase in value of the property gained by the removal of a tree. It is likely that imposing a
penalty based on increased value of the property would be difficult to enforce, and may lead to a
legal battle over appraisal value. For these reasons, we do not recommend that the Town adopt
this type of penalty.
3.
May the Town establish a two tier penalty for unpermitted tree
removal using the ISA index to establish a lower tier price and upper tier price? Yes.
The Town could consider establishing two penalties (upper tier and lower tier)
using the ISA index (“ISA Index Penalty”). This would involve creating criteria, based on ISA
guidance, to specify which violations would result in a first tier penalty, and which violations
would result in a second tier penalty. Some cities have established individual penalties based on
the replacement value (as determined by the ISA index) of the specific tree that was removed.
For example, the City of Woodland has a penalty provision that requires the
violator to pay the replacement value of the tree (as determined by the ISA index), in addition to
the standard fine and any enforcement costs related to replacement or repair of the tree:
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a.
Any person violating any provision of this chapter or
failing to comply with any of its mandatory provisions shall be
guilty of an infraction, punishable as set forth in Section 1-3-7 of
the Woodland Municipal Code.
b.
Each person shall be guilty of a separate offense for each
tree affected and for each day or portion thereof that a violation of
this chapter is committed, continued or permitted to occur or
continue.
c.
If, as a result of a violation of this chapter, the injury,
mutilation or death of a street tree, heritage tree, specimen tree, or
landmark tree occurs, the cost of repair or replacement of such
tree, including enforcement costs, shall be borne by the person in
violation of the chapter. The replacement value of tree(s) shall be
determined by a certified arborist in accordance with the latest
revision of A Guide to the Professional Evaluation of Landscape
Trees, Specimen Shrubs, and Evergreens, as published by the
International Society of Arboriculture (ISA). Cost levied and paid
pursuant to this subsection shall be in addition to, and not in lieu
of, any fine imposed pursuant to subsection (a).
d.
In addition to the general penalty set forth above, any
condition caused or permitted to exist in violation of this chapter
shall be deemed a public nuisance and may be summarily abated
by the city or director of public works in accordance with Chapter
14A of the Woodland Municipal Code and other applicable
provisions of law. Each day such condition exists shall be regarded
as a new and separate offense.
e.
Nothing contained in this section shall limit the right of the
city council to authorize the city attorney or district attorney to
seek or obtain any other form of judicial relief, legal or equitable,
to which the city would be otherwise entitled. (City of Woodland
Muni. Code, § 20A-1-160 [italics added].)
The City of Santee tree ordinance includes a similar provision, but does not
specifically reference the ISA index:
Any person deemed responsible for damaging a tree in public
places or removing a tree without a permit as described in this
chapter shall be liable for damages to the city in an amount equal
-361236.01000\31767470.1
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to the value of the tree plus city costs incurred to assess damages.
(Santee Muni. Code, § 12.24.070(G)[italics added].)
4.
Could the Town withhold a development permit for construction on a
property upon which a tree was destroyed or removed without a permit for a period of five
years from the date of the violation? Yes. Could the director of building and planning
waive this limit if the tree is replaced? Yes.
The Town could consider including a provision in the Municipal Code to provide
that a development permit may not be issued for construction on a property upon which a tree
was destroyed or removed without a permit for a period of five years from the date of the
violation (“Development Permit Penalty”).
Since the Town would be imposing this penalty, the Town is authorized to waive
the penalty under certain circumstances. Other cities’ tree ordinances include waiver provisions.
For example, the City of Lafayette allows the director of building and planning to waive the fiveyear time limit when the tree that has been removed is replaced. (Lafayette Muni. Code, § 61709.) In addition, Lafayette allows waiver of the in-lieu payment (normally required where the
development cannot accommodate a replacement tree) when the tree that was removed was not
native (Lafayette Muni. Code, § 6-1707(g)(3)), and the City of Santee allows for waiver of the
requirement to replace a tree removed pursuant to a permit when justified for reasons such as
spacing, location, or good arboricultural practices (Santee Muni. Code, § 12.24.130(B)).
If the Town wants to authorize the director of building and planning to waive fees
or penalties under certain circumstances, the circumstances to which a waiver may apply must be
clearly set forth in the ordinance.
5.
Can both the ISA Index Penalty and the Development Permit Penalty
be applied to a property where no development is occurring that has an unpermitted tree
removal? Likely yes.
We believe that both the ISA Index Penalty and the Development Permit Penalty
may be applied to a property where no development is occurring. As to a property under
development, it is clear that the ISA Index Penalty may be applied, but a Development Permit
Penalty cannot apply because the development permit would have already been issued.
However, based on the City of Los Angeles example below, the Town may be able to revoke a
building permit where no construction has yet occurred.
The City of Los Angeles’ tree ordinance allows the City, after notice and a
hearing, to withhold issuance of building permits for up to ten years, and to revoke a building
permit issued for which construction has not commenced:
a.
The Bureau of Street Services, after notice and hearing
pursuant to Subsections (b) and (c) of this section, shall have the
-461236.01000\31767470.1
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authority to request the Superintendent of Building to withhold
issuance of building permits, except for permits that are necessary
to comply with a Department of Building and Safety order, for a
period of time up to a maximum of ten years as requested by the
Bureau and to revoke any building permit issued for which
construction has not commenced with respect to any property on
which any protected tree has been removed or relocated in
violation of Section 46.00 of this Code.
The request shall be made in writing by the Director of the Bureau
of Street Services or his/her designee and shall specifically state
the start date and end date of the period of time the Bureau, or the
Board of Public Works on appeal, have deemed necessary pursuant
to Subsection (c) of this section. The period shall commence on
the date the Bureau first becomes aware of the removal of the tree.
Provided, however, the authority of the Bureau to act shall not
apply to a purchaser, or to his or her agent, who in good faith and
for valuable consideration has acquired title to the property
subsequent to the illegal removal or relocation of any protected
trees and prior to the recordation of the notice of intent as provided
for in Subsection (b) of this section.
b.
The Bureau shall notify the applicant or permittee in
writing of its intent to act pursuant to this section. The notice shall
state that the applicant or permittee may submit any evidence it
deems relevant on this matter, the hearing to be held on a date
specified in the notice. A copy of the notice shall also be mailed to
the owner of the property, if different from the applicant or
permittee, as shown on the last equalized assessment roll, and to
any person holding a deed of trust, mortgage or other security
interest in the property as revealed by a title search with respect to
the property. A copy of the notice shall also be recorded by the
Bureau with the County Recorder.
c.
The Bureau hearing shall be set on a date no earlier than 20
days after the date of the mailing of the notice provided for in
Subsection (b) above. At the hearing, if the facts indicate, the
Bureau shall make a finding that the applicant or permittee is not a
purchaser in good faith and for valuable consideration who
acquired title to the property subsequent to the illegal removal or
relocation of the protected tree and prior to the recordation of the
notice of intent as provided for in Subsection (b) above. In the
event the Bureau finds that a protected tree was removed or
-561236.01000\31767470.1
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relocated in violation of Section 46.00 of this Code, it shall specify
to the Superintendent of Building the length of time the issuance of
building permits shall be withheld and whether building permits
for which construction has not commenced shall be revoked. In
making its determination, the Bureau shall consider the following
factors: the number of trees removed or relocated, the size and
age of the trees removed or relocated, the knowledge and intent of
the owners of the property with respect to the removal or
relocation and prior violations of law with respect to removal or
relocation of protected trees. The applicant or permittee shall be
notified in writing of the Bureau's determination within 30 days of
the hearing.
d.
The applicant or permittee may appeal to the Board of
Public Works any determination by the Bureau to request the
Superintendent of Building to revoke or withhold issuance of
building permits, including the length of time imposed. The appeal
must be filed with the Board of Public Works within 30 days of the
date of mailing of the notice of determination as provided for in
Subsection (c) above. Further, any action by the Department of
Building and Safety resulting from any of the provisions of this
section, including building permit revocation, shall not be
appealable to the Board of Building and Safety Commissioners.
e.
Any final determination of the Bureau or the Board of
Public Works on appeal, to request the Superintendent of Building
to withhold issuance of building permits or to revoke a building
permit, shall be forwarded to the Superintendent within ten days of
the Bureau or Board's determination and shall also be set forth in
an affidavit, which shall be recorded by the Bureau with the
County Recorder within ten days of the Bureau or Board's
determination. (City of Los Angeles Muni. Code, § 46.06 [italics
added].)
The Town could consider adopting a similar provision.
CONCLUSION
As discussed above, the Town has several options for imposing penalties for
unlawful damage to or removal of a tree. The attached chart provides some examples of other
cities’ tree ordinance penalty provisions. While we do not recommend that the Town establish a
penalty based on the increase to the property value gained from removal of a tree, the Town
-661236.01000\31767470.1
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could adopt a penalty for removing a tree that is based on the ISA Index value of the tree, and/or
decline to issue a building permit where a developer has unlawfully damaged or removed a tree.
Please let us know if you have any additional questions regarding the Town’s tree
ordinance.

CHRISTOPHER J. DIAZ
VICTORIA HESTER

Attachment A – Comparison Chart of Tree Ordinances
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ATTACHMENT A
COMPARISON OF TREE ORDINANCES
General Rule

Definition
“Removal”
similar term

Hillsborough
Any person who damages or
destroys a tree, in violation of this
chapter or any agreement entered
into pursuant thereto, shall be
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor.
(§14.04.060(A))

Lafayette
It is a violation of this chapter for
any person to remove or destroy a
protected tree without a category I
or category II permit under Section
6-1706 or 6-1707, or without the
approval of an exception under
Section 6-1705. (§6-1703)

Big Bear Lake
Removal of a tree requires a permit
approved by the City Council and
payment of the required fee (§17.10.060
(B))

of “Removal of a tree” means major
or surgery of the trunk of a tree which
shall in effect destroy the tree.
(§14.04.020)

“Destroy” means an action that kills
or endangers the health or vigor of a
tree,
and
includes
removal,
relocation, excessive or improper
pruning,
topping,
grading,
irrigation, application of chemicals,
trenching within the drip line or
protected
perimeter,
soil
compaction within the protected
perimeter, or damage caused to the
trunk or primary limbs during
construction. (§6-1702(f))

“Clearing, intentional” shall mean any
act or omission, including the cutting
down or removal of all or a substantial
part of a tree or other vegetation within
the critical root zone with the intent to
cause a tree to decline in health and/or
die. (§17.10.020)

Yes.

Yes.

“Protected tree” means a tree on
public or private property meeting
one or more of the following
standards:

The chapter applies to all trees which
are a minimum of 12 in. in diameter at
breast height (DBH), including both
native
and
non-native
trees

Specific Types of No.
Trees Protected?
“Tree” means any woody plant
which has a trunk with a diameter
of twelve inches or more measured
at four feet, six inches above
61236.01000\31767470.1
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natural grade.

(§17.10.030), but the ordinance
(1) Developed Property. Located on identifies and protects “eagle perch
1. Trees shall be divided into two a developed property, that has a trees” (§17.10.020) and a “significant
groups for the purpose of this trunk diameter of 12 inches or stand of trees” (§17.10.060(C)(3)).
definition, as follows:
more, and that is one of the listed
species.
a. Those which will sucker back
after major surgery to the trunk, (2)
Approved
Development
such as eucalyptus and poplar; and Application. Of any size or species
and designated to be protected and
b. Those which will not sucker preserved as part of an approved
back.
development application.
2. In the case of a tree which will
sucker back, removal of a tree is
defined as severance of the trunk
less than ten feet above natural
grade. In all other cases, removal
is defined as major surgery to the
tree which, in the opinion of a
recognized consultant in tree care,
has the effect of destroying the
tree. (§14.04.020.)

(3) Riparian Tree. Is a native
riparian tree with a trunk diameter
of six-inches or more or one
component trunk of a multi-trunked
tree with a diameter of four-inches
or more and that is one of the listed
species.
(4) Undeveloped Property. Of any
species with a diameter of six
inches or more and located on an
undeveloped property.
(5) Replacement Tree. Is a
replacement tree planted as
restitution for a violation of the
ordinance.
(6) Restricted Ridgeline Area. Is a
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native tree of any size; or species
within a restricted ridgeline area.
(7) Street tree. Is a tree of any size
or species and is located within a
public right-of-way or a private
access easement.
(8) Downtown tree. Is a tree of any
size or species within a commercial
zoning district.
(§6-1702(q))
Permit
Requirements

Penalties

Different review processes for
Subdivision maps and divisions of
land
(§14.04.030)
and
improvements
other
than
subdivisions (§14.04.040), and
unimproved land other than
subdivisions (§14.04.050).
Any person who unlawfully
damages a tree is guilty of a
misdemeanor (§14.04.060(A).)

Different
permit
requirements
depending on whether the protected
tree is or is not associated with a
development application (§6-1706,
§6-1707)

There are standards and permit
requirements for major development
projects (§17.10.040) and minor
development projects (§17.10.050), and
tree conservation requirements during
construction (§17.10.045)

A person who destroys or removes
a protected tree shall pay restitution
to the City by replacing each six
inches or its fraction of the diameter
In addition, if any tree has been so of the protected tree with four
damaged or destroyed, the city replacement 24-inch box trees of
engineer may require that such tree the same species. (§6-1710)
be restored to its former condition
under the direction of, and to the If the director determines the
approval of, the city engineer or, if property cannot accommodate
the tree is not capable of being replacement trees, an in-lieu
restored to its former condition, or payment of an amount set by

Violation of the tree ordinance,
including unpermitted removal of trees,
is a misdemeanor, punishable by $1,000
fine or up to six months in jail, or both.
Each clearing and/or unauthorized
removal, destruction or failure to
replace a tree shall constitute a separate
offense. (§17.10.090)
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In addition, the City may seek civil
penalties up to $1,000 for each
violation. The City may also seek legal

has been destroyed, that it be
replaced within one year after a
determination by the city engineer
that the tree is not able to be
restored to its former condition, or
within one year after the
destruction of the tree, with a tree
that has been approved by the city
engineer. (§14.04.060(B).)

resolution by the city council shall
be required for each replacement
tree. All in-lieu payments shall be
used by the city for tree education
programs or planting programs.
(§6-1710)
A development permit may not be
issued for construction on a
property upon which a protected
tree was destroyed or removed
without a permit for a period of five
years from the date of violation as
determined by the director. The
director may waive this time limit if
the tree is replaced. (§6-1709)
In addition, a person who violates
the tree ordinance is liable in a civil
action in an amount set by
resolution by the City Council for
each violation (§6-1711)
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action for the damage done to a tree, in
which case a dollar value for the tree
shall be assessed using a basic value
method or replacement cost method as
devised by the council of tree and
landscape appraisers. (§17.10.090)

Additional Tree Ordinance Provisions
Hermosa Beach
 Permit required for tree removal, permit to remove a tree shall include a condition requiring
replacement of the tree at the same or a different location with a tree from the City’s official list of
approved parkway trees, unless the City finds that replacement is physically impracticable or
infeasible. (§12.36.050)
 A person who damages, mutilates, removes or destroys a parkway tree shall be liable to the City for
the full replacement cost of the tree (§12.36.080) and any violation of the ordinance is an infraction
(§13.26.090).
Lake Forest
 Protects eucalyptus trees only (Chapter 6.20)
 Violation shall be prosecuted as a misdemeanor or an infraction, at the discretion of the City
Attorney.
o The fine for conviction as an infraction shall be one hundred dollars ($100.00) for the first
violation, two hundred dollars ($200.00) for the second violation within one (1) year, and five
hundred dollars ($500.00) for each subsequent violation within one (1) year. The fine for
conviction as a misdemeanor shall be a fine of not less than five hundred dollars ($500.00) nor
more than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) and/or up to six (6) months in the County Jail.
(§6.20.045)
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE OF STUDY
Indigo was hired by the Town of Hillsborough to determine current and future needs of the Police Department
to evaluate the existing police building and to assess whether the required needs can be accommodated on the
existing site. The study provides a preliminary evaluation of the police facility to be followed by a more in-depth
report after a final decision has been made as to the future use of the police building. The assessment of the
existing police building was limited to what could be observed from the available existing plans along with visual
observations made on site.
CURRENT AND FORECAST NEEDS
The police department currently operates in 9,610 sf which includes the Police Building along with the area used
in the old fire house wing (noted throughout as Police Annex). The police department currently has 36 staff
positions (28 sworn and 8 non-sworn) serving a population of 10,870. Little to no population growth is
anticipated into the future as the Town is built out at present. Two added non-sworn staff positions are
recommended which would improve service and efficiency. The recommended program area is 19,690 sf with
an additional 1,260 sf added to accommodate for future growth for a total of 20,950 sf which is more than twice
that of existing. This variance can be attributed to the overall lack of support space that would typically be found
in a police facility. Five site plan options have been prepared showing how the recommended program area can
be provided for on the Town Complex site. See detailed program space table under Appendix D and Section 7
and Appendix E for site option description and plans.
FACILITY AGE AND CONDITION
The original building encompasses the northwest portion of the site and was built in 1913. An addition to the
original structure was constructed in 1925 and designed to match the aesthetics of the original structure.
Several minor remodels have been done over the years with the last documented remodel occurring in 1992.
While not listed on the National Register of Historic Places, the building is of local historic significance.
The facility is well maintained and in generally good condition. The largest issue identified by the Town is
ongoing drainage and flooding issues during storm events as well as past sanitary sewer overflow problems in
the basement. The Town has implemented several improvements over the years to address this issue including
adding a barrier wall along the southwest corner of the police building as well as improvements to the drainage
system along El Camino Real. Additional mitigation measures are described in Section 6. The detailed facility
assessment is described in Section 2.
CURRENT DEFICIENCIES
While the facility is in generally good condition, the deficiencies noted here help identity corrective measures
and to develop recommendations for what a new facility would include. A complete list of deficiencies are listed
in Section 4. The deficiencies most affecting the department’s ability to provide efficient service is an overall lack
of support space. A highlight of main issues are listed below:
• Numerous ADA compliance issues onsite and throughout the building.
• Inadequate storm water drainage system.
• The building(s) do not meet the seismic requirements for Essential Services Buildings.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Main electrical service is undersized, in some areas does not meet code and is inadequate for building
function.
Site lighting is inadequate, light sources are inefficient and lack lighting controls.
Lack of secure parking.
Major lack of support space to support Police Operations as defined by professional standards and best
practices.
Property evidence functions do not meet International Association for Property and Evidence (IAPE)
professional standards, due to reuse of a building that was not designed to support storage and
processing of evidence.
Inadequate, dispersed, and non-secure storage for records.
No interview rooms or restroom(s) serving detainees which is unsafe for staff.
Lack of acoustic separation between rooms requiring privacy.
Interior lighting is inefficient and lacking a lighting controls.
There is not a building wide surveillance system with recording capabilities onsite (one existing camera
exists in public lobby with monitor in dispatch).
There is not an access control system throughout the building which does not meet professional
standards. Funds have been identified for this project, but work has not yet been completed.
Emergency and standby power system is approaching the end of service life.
Mechanical exhaust systems throughout building are inadequate and/or lacking.
Server Room lacks fire suppression system.

SITE PLAN OPTIONS AND COST
Five site plan options have been developed, all delivering the recommended 20,950 sf program area for the
Police Department either in a new building or combination of new and remodeled building area. Option A, the
lowest cost option at $24 million, remodels the existing PD building to essential service standards, builds a new
3-story police building along with a new Town office building to serve area displaced by the new Police building.
Options B and C explore acquiring the adjacent church property which gives more room for expansion, develops
a separate secure entry and parking lot from El Camino, separate from the main public lot which is desirable.
Options B costs approximately $26 million and Option C $29 million. Options D and E, the highest cost options at
around $31 million locate a new 3-story Police building with underground parking to the southwest of the
exiting Town Hall building which allows for all police and Town functions to stay operational during construction,
eliminating phasing but places a new 3-story building adjacent to single-family residential neighborhoods. See
Section 7 for a full description of options, including cost.
It is estimated that the comparable cost of building a new police building on a new hypothetical 1.25-acre site
could be in the range of $25 million, within range of the cost of options described above. If land is available, it
could be more cost effective for the Town to move Police functions offsite, giving Police a purpose-built new
building meeting all building and site program requirements and making the vacated police buildings at Town
Hall available to serve as surge space for more offices or for other shared uses, perhaps a library or community
meeting space.
SCHEDULE
Preliminary project schedules have been developed for each option and range in duration between 29 and 37
months for design and construction. Range varies depending on need for phasing, realignment of Walnut
Avenue, the need for constructing a new Town office building to house displaced functions or the extent of
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remodel vs. building new. It is estimated that a new police building on a new hypothetical site, if available would
take around 29 months, similar to Options D and E. See Section 7 for full description of each option.
EXTENDED SURVIVABILITY
Extended survivability defines the natural ability of a building to maintain critical life-support conditions for its
occupants at the same time improving the quality of the indoor workplace, increasing worker efficiency, and
reducing absenteeism. In the case of a police building, it helps ensure the delivery of emergency services during
a disaster. First and foremost, buildings are protected from obvious threats such as flooding, earthquake or
power grid outage. Natural lighting and ventilation help ensure that the building can be used when power
supply for mechanical systems is compromised. Even during a protracted power outage, should fuel for
the emergency generator be completely consumed, rooftop photovoltaics can provide power for
mission-critical systems on an ongoing basis.
Extended survivability design principles are highly sustainable and inherently energy efficient. When
adopted early on, they simplify the work of LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification
and compliance with other high-performance building guidelines such as the newly enacted CalGreen building
code. Key extended survivability and sustainability features include:
• Structures designed to “immediate-occupancy” level
• Seismic dampening to improve survivability at same cost
• Energy-efficient design to reduce utility bills, extend survivability
• Use of natural light, ventilation to improve workplace quality, extend survivability
• Design consistent with LEED and CalGreen, making compliance easier.
• Photovoltaic power for critical needs
• Isolated and protected critical utilities
As the Town of Hillsborough looks to the future, the concept of extended survivability can be used to guide
planning decisions and priorities of facilities so that any new public safety facilities or remodels to existing will
be designed to support the delivery of emergency services during post-disaster scenarios, even during
protracted events beyond the capacity of onsite emergency power generation where present.
NEXT STEPS
The following next steps are recommended prior to Town’s proceeding into final design.
1. Form subcommittee to evaluate options, determine preferred path forward and identify next steps.
2. Consider integrating this study with that for Town Hall.
3. Finalize report, including preferred option with updated next steps, cost estimate and schedule.
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2 EXISTING CONDITIONS
The focus of this study is the Hillsborough Police
Building located at 1600 Floribunda Avenue. The police
building occupies the north end of the Town Hall
campus. The original historic building was built in 1913
and forms the northwest corner of the police building. A
new wing was built off the original structure in 1925
with several remodels done over the years. The fire
station wing (referred throughout the report as “Police
Annex” or “Old Fire House”) was added to the existing
historic structure sometime between 1930-40. See
Town Hall Campus site plan, Figure 2-1. Many remodels
have been done throughout the years but there are very
few records or drawings available. The fire station wing
was not included or evaluated by engineers under this
report as it is outside the scope of work. The space
planning options look at possible uses for or options to
knock down and rebuild. See Section 7.
SITE SYSTEMS
SITE ACESSIBILITY
A limited visual observation for ADA accessibility
compliance was conducted as part of this study. A Town
Hall Campus accessibility survey was completed in 2017.
The findings specific to the Police Building and
immediate site have been included in this report. In
Figure 2-1: Site plan, Town Hall Campus
general, the site appears to be ADA compliant.
Accessible parking is provided throughout the Town Hall
campus with accessible path of travel between site elements with striped access aisles, see Figure 2-3. The
police building has one standard accessible parking stall with accessible path of travel to the main entry door via
a ramp. The ramp, handrails, modifications to the existing stair with new handrails were all added under the
1992 remodel, see Figure 2-2. In new buildings and in
major remodels where the building does not comply,
the accessible path of travel must connect to the
public way (i.e. public sidewalk) which it currently
does not. This could be achieved with sidewalk
modifications and a series of curb ramps from the
police building, across the secure driveway, along the
park and connected to Floribunda. The exterior entry
door into the police building is provided with an ADA
push plate for automatic door activation. An in-depth
accessibility survey is recommended prior to any
Figure 2-2: Accessible ramp
construction projects to verify existing conditions
and the degree of compliance or retrofit required.
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ARCHITECTURAL SITE & LANDSCAPE
Landscaping and barrier walls
The existing landscaping includes shrubs, vines and a mix of
trees. The landscaping generally appears to be in good
condition. There is a 6’ high barrier wall between the park to
the east and the secure driveway, see Figure 2-5. There is a
shrub landscaped buffer along El Camino Real with an
ornamental iron security fence along the north property line,
see Figure 2-4.
Site Amenities
Patrol vehicles are washed in the secure lot. There is a
vacuum machine and hose and vehicle wash supplies near
the radio tower for servicing vehicles.

Figure 2-3: Accessible parking serving PD

There is a vehicle gate and a driveway to El Camino Real,
which is currently not used. It is recommended to reestablish this access point so that two exits out of the secure
parking lot is provided, which is best practice for a police
facility.
There is a secure vehicle gate and fencing along the south
side of the building. There have been times when a car from
the public side has parked in front of the gate, blocking entry
or exit from the secure lot which is a dangerous scenario.
Better signage and pavement markings could be added to
partially mitigate this problem.

Figure 2-4: Secure lot to El Camino Real

The motorcycle storage shed at the west edge of the site,
accessed from the secure lot houses the police motorcycles
and other supplies along. There is also a smaller storage shed
to the north.
CIVIL
Topography, drainage, and flood hazard
The existing Town hall complex site is relatively flat situated
between El Camino Real to the north, Floribunda Avenue to
the east and Walnut Avenue to the south. The site slopes
from the south (Walnut Avenue) to the north (El Camino
Real) with elevations ranging from 34’ to 40’. The site
consists of several buildings (town hall, finance, police
department and annex) and public and staff parking which
comprises approximately 80%-90% of overall impervious
surface.

Figure 2-5: Secure driveway

Figure 2-6: Barrier wall at west property line
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A site visit was conduct on July 25, 2018 with Town
police, engineering and maintenance staff. They
noted that in the past, during storm events, the
parking lot in the vicinity of the police department
building becomes flooded because the downstream
drainage system is undersized. Runoff would overtop
the sidewalk and overflow down the stairs or enter
through the doorway or women’s locker room
basement windows.
The Town has implemented a few improvements to
address this flooding issue. A short barrier wall along
the southwest corner of the PD building was installed
to minimize the runoff from entering the basement
(see Figure 2-7). Sandbags along the entrance to the
basement stairs have also been used during a rain
event to deter any runoff from flowing down the
stairwell.

Figure 2-7: Newly constructed barrier wall

Recently, the Town installed a drainage system along
Walnut Avenue that redirects some of the runoff into
the Terrace Creek concrete channel further
upstream. In the past, this runoff flowed northerly
along Floribunda Avenue towards El Camino Real
with some of the overflow spilling over into the Town
Hall site.
The site is located in Zone X as shown on the FEMA
Firm Map – 06081C0153E (Figure 2-9). Zone X is
noted as area of minimal flood hazard determined to
be outside the 0.2% annual chance floodplain.

Figure 2-8: Drain inlet
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Figure 2-9: FEMA Firm Map 06081C0153E

Existing Infrastructure
Information on existing infrastructure on site was provided by the Town. There are no available utility as-builts
pertaining to the site and any historic knowledge of the facilities were provided by Town engineering and
maintenance staff. Schematic plans of the existing storm drainage system on local streets were obtained from
the Town’s storm drainage master plan report. See Appendix C showing existing utilities. Also reference existing
hydrologic and hydraulic evaluation report dated 3-26-14 along with catch basin inspection from 2013.
Storm Drainage
The overall site generally slopes to the front entrance of the police department building (Figure 2-8). There are
two existing inlets along the curb line fronting the police department entrance and another inlet at the southeast
corner of building to capture runoff that ponds in the area. This system conveys the flow to a storm drain pump
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station (Figure 2-10) situated in the police staff parking
lot area. Another drainage system runs along the
westside of the Town Hall building that captures flow
from public parking lot. This system also conveys the
flow to the storm drain pump station.
The storm drain pump station flow is conveyed to the
existing 24” drainage pipe that runs along El Camino Real
which outfalls into the Terrace Concrete Channel.
Another drainage system flows along the eastside of the
Town Hall building that captures runoff from the public
parking lot front Town Hall. This drainage system
connects to the 24” drainage pipe that runs along El
Camino Real.

Figure 2-10: SD and SS Pump Stations

Most of the on-site drainage system pipe sizes are unconfirmed with no available as-builts plans or record
drawings to identify their sizes.
The existing buildings on site have rain gutters to capture roof runoff; however, some of the rain gutters discharge
directly to the surface instead of into existing storm drain lines. Tying rain gutters into existing drain lines where
they don’t already could alleviate some of the surface flooding issues.
Sanitary Sewer
The Police Annex building, adjacent Town office building to the south, and a portion of the Police Department
building sewer flow is conveyed by a 4” (unconfirmed) sewer line that ties into the sewer system located in El
Camino Real. This system is annually being cleaned because the portion of sewer pipe under the buildings has a
pipe slope that is too flat and should be replaced.
Another portion of the Police Department building sewer flow is conveyed to a sewer pump station situated in
front of the police staff parking lot. This flow is pumped to the existing sewer system located in El Camino Real.
Most of the on-site sewer system pipe sizes are unconfirmed with no available as-builts plans or record drawings
to identify their sizes.
The Town Hall building sewer flow is conveyed to the existing sewer system that runs within Floribunda Avenue
and does not experience any sewer flow issues.
Domestic Water
The water service for the Town Hall building is serviced through a single water meter and 2” backflow preventer
located to the east of the Town Hall building that is fed by a water main located within Floribunda Avenue.
The water service for the Finance building and the Police Department building is serviced through a single water
meter located to the east of the Police Department building that is fed by a water main located within Floribunda
Avenue. This water service doesn’t appear to have a backflow preventer.
Most of the on-site water system pipe sizes are unconfirmed with no available as-builts plans or record drawings
to identify their sizes.
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Fire Water
The fire water protection service for the Town Hall
building, Finance building and Police Department
building is fed through a single meter located to the
east of the Town Hall building that is fed by a water
main located within Floribunda Avenue. A post
indicator valve (PIV) and fire department connection
(FDC) is also located at the northeast corner of the
Town Hall building, see Figure 2-11. There is one fire
hydrant located to the east of the Town Hall building
fronting Floribunda Avenue. Most of the on-site fire
water system pipe sizes are unconfirmed with no
available as-builts plans or record drawings to
identify their sizes.
Gas
The gas service line for the Finance building runs
through the public parking to the gas main located in
Floribunda Avenue.

Figure 2-11: Meter, PIV and FDC

Fuel Storage Tank
There is an above ground fuel storage tank (AST) with
a pumping station located to the east of the Police
Department building (Figure 2-12). This is currently
used for fueling patrol vehicles and is intended to
remain in place. The tank is over 10 years old and is
considered a recognized environmental condition for
the property. Typically, sampling would be required to
test the condition of the tank and surrounding soil if
the tank was to be moved or reinstalled or if the
property is being sold. Since groundwater is shallow in
the area, we would advise the Town to collect samples
as soon as possible to determine if there is an
environmental concern and to then be able to make
changes to the O&M of the tank if needed to reduce
risk.

Figure 2-12: Fuel storage tank

In discussions with the Town, testing of the fuel tank will be deferred until decisions are made on the direction of
the project. For reference, see proposal dated 7/27/18 from Forensic Analytical Consulting Services (FACS) to
provide environmental health consulting services which outlines the scope of work and what would testing would
be required.
Pavements
The existing pavement for the parking lots and driveways appear to be in good condition with minimal pavement
distress.
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SITE ELECTRICAL
Service
The existing electrical service is provided by PG&E
(open delta) and is comprised of two main
services feeding the police department building
and the old fire department building. The police
department has a 400 Ampere, 120/240 VAC,
three-phase, four-wire, Main Switchboard and the
fire department has a 200 Ampere, 120/240 VAC,
single-phase, three-wire, meter/main panel. Both
are located behind the west side of the building.
See Figure 2-13.
Site Lighting
The existing site lighting consists of HID post
lights, see Figures 2-14 through 2-19.

Figure 2-13: Electrical main service

Figure 2-14: HID Post Light

Figure 2-15: Incandescent Wall Sconce

Figure 2-16: Electrodeless Flood Light

Figure 2-17: Incandescent Wall Sconce

Figure 2-18: Incandescent Jelly Jar

Figure 2-19: Incandescent Gooseneck
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BUILDING SYSTEMS
STRUCTURAL
The structure currently housing the Hillsborough Police Department has been evaluated using the Tier 1
procedure outlined in ASCE 41-16. There are no as built drawings available and the evaluation is based on
visible site visit information only. The structural evaluation was focused on the northwest original structure and
southeast addition only (Figure 2-20).
The structure is a one story, wood framed,
diagonal and straight sheathed building with a
raised wood floor and a concrete perimeter
foundation wall. It is well built with
craftsmanship of the early 1900’s but does not
meet the criteria for an Essential Services
Building. Many wall openings create short shear
walls which will exhibit severe damage in a
major seismic event. The need for complete
seismic load paths are necessary to maintain
the integrity of this structure, and these are not
evident or found in this investigation.
The proximate location of adjacent
Figure 2-20: Site map
buildings necessitates the combining of
the structures to act as one, or to
demolish a portion of the structure at the juncture so the buildings will act independently without damage to
each other. This repair/upgrade is essential.
Possible strengthening schemes are presented to develop a rough order of magnitude cost to upgrade the
building.
Many of the non-compliant items refer to non-structural conditions. A large portion of those items can be fixed
with anchors and connectors and methods of bracing. Some would naturally occur with the inclusion of space
planning. These items do not render the building unrepairable but are noted as a requirement for an Essential
Services Building.
The referenced building was visited on July 25, 2018 to observe the physical condition and state of repair of the
major structural components to the extent reasonably ascertainable without disturbing the floor, wall or ceiling
finishes.
Building Description
A set of original construction documents was not available at the time of the site visit. Reference Documents for
renovations in 1992 were available, but this set did not provide information regarding the structural members or
systems.
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The original +/- 1,800 sf structure was constructed in 1913. The police building addition was built in 1925,
providing an additional 2,345 sf on the first floor with a 1,660 sf basement for a total of 5,805 sf serving Police
functions. The longitudinal axis of the structure is on a north west/south east heading with different framing
systems providing vertical support. It appears that the south east structure, which has the mechanical well on
the roof and the basement below, was an addition to the original northwest structure.
The northwest structure roof is constructed with heavy timber trusses supporting 6x8 purlins, that support 2x6
rafters at 16” o.c. The roof sheathing is 1x 6 flat, laid perpendicular and connected directly to the rafters. The
trusses span to the exterior walls and are not bearing on interior walls or columns. The exterior walls are 2x8
studs at 16” oc. with 1x straight sheathing on the exterior walls under the plaster. Added on to the east side of
the structure is a 12’ x 22’ room with exposed roof rafters and a wood framed floor with concrete poured over
the sheathing. This appears to be the only area with this construction type.
The southeast building roof structure is primarily built up small member parallel chord trusses spanning in the
direction of the primary axis, at approximate third points of the building width. 2x 10 ceiling joists spanning to
the trusses at the bottom chord support the mechanical well. The top chord of the trusses support 2x framing at
16” o.c. sloped to the exterior walls. Roof sheathing is 1x6 oriented perpendicular to joists. Walls appear to be
2x studs at 16” o.c. with diagonal sheathing under stucco.
The structures are raised above ground level approximately 4’. Exterior 12” thick concrete walls provide
perimeter support for all the exterior walls. The original northwest structure has a concrete wall around its
perimeter, with an opening provided to access the south east structure.
Floor framing is 1x diagonal sheathing over 2x10 and 2x12 floor joists at 16” oc. The joists are resting on 6x10
and 10x10 beams and girders supported by 6x6 posts and concrete piers or foundations.
Fault Proximity
The proximity to active faults makes the
likelihood that this structure will see strong
shaking in its lifetime almost a certainty. As can
be seen in the maps below (Figure 2-21 and
Figure 2-22), this Essential Service Building is
extremely close to the San Andreas Fault which
is known for its activity, and another fault
system, only known as 461.
Shaking intensity is estimated to be in the very
strong category as qualitatively measured by the
Modified Mercalli Scale. It is without a doubt
that the effect of the structural and nonstructural deficiencies outlined in this
investigation and report could have devastating
consequences on the continued use of this
structure after an event.

Figure 2-21: Local earthquake fault
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Since this structure has not been constructed or
retrofitted as an Essential Services Building,
there are many structural and non-structural
deficiencies, as outlined in this investigation.
A possible scenario may include
computers/servers etc. falling and rendering the
communication system unusable, file cabinets or
bookshelves falling across exit ways, preventing
occupants from leaving, and other non- structural
items falling and injuring people, see Figure 2-23.
The structure itself will rock and sway and may
experience shattered windows, loss of power due
to displaced and damaged conduit, gas leaks and
displacement on the foundation. Movement will
likely induce large and extensive cracking and failure in exterior
finishes. It is unknown at this time what the foundations and soil
characteristics are at this site, but liquefaction, or heaving could
affect the stability and support of the structure.

Figure 2-22: Seismic fault map

ASCE 41-13 Tier 1Evaluation
The ASCE 41-13 Standard- “Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of
Existing Buildings” is used as the basis of this evaluation report. See
Section 3 for the Tier 1 evaluation. The standard provides provisions
for Seismic Evaluation-an approved process of recognizing
deficiencies that will prevent a structure from reaching a specified
Performance Objective, and Seismic Retrofit which is the design of
measures to improve seismic building performance in line with the
stated Objective.
In this project, we have been asked to provide an opinion of each, in
a general overview to determine likely trouble areas. (Tier 1 analysis
is explained later in this report)
It has been noted that the Historic character of this structure is of
concern, relative to the structural improvements to the building.
The design of strengthening techniques, if needed, that will preserve
the historic elements is beyond the scope of this report. In addition,
Figure 2-23: Structural damage
the level of performance required of an historic structure is
subjective. Should it have a higher level of performance because of
its value to society, a reduced level of performance to avoid damage to historic fabric during retrofit, or a higher
level to enhance post-earthquake repairability. In this project, the historic component can be evaluated more
completely during a higher level (Tier 2 or Tier 3) process if needed.
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Performance Objective
The Performance Objective, using the standard as a basis of design, is defined as follows “… the cost and
feasibility of any project, and the benefit to be obtained in terms of improved safety, reduction in property
damage and interruption of use in the event of future earthquakes.”
The Basic Performance Objective for Existing Buildings (BPOE) for this evaluation is chosen based on the
continued use of the structure after an event, the importance of the use of the building (police facility) and the
near location of seismic faults. The other option the standard considers, is the Basic Performance Objective for
New Buildings (BPON). This Objective is intended to provide performance equivalent to that which is intended
for new buildings. Although this could be considered in a final design, it is not consistent with a Tier 1 evaluation
used here.
Building Performance Level
With the Objective decided, it is necessary to decide on the Building Performance Level. Building performance is
a combination of the performance of both structural and nonstructural components. The following table (Figure
2-24) describes the approximate limiting levels of damage that might be expected by designing to this standard:

Figure 2-24: ASCE 41-13 Table C2-3
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This table is used to assist in understanding the relative degrees of damage at each defined performance. A
target Building Performance Level is designated alphanumerically with a numeral representing the Structural
Performance Level and a letter representing the Nonstructural Performance Level, such as 1-B, 3-C etc.
Due to the Essential Facilities requirement of this structure, we have evaluated the building assuming an
Operational Level (1-A) Building Performance Level.
Seismic Hazard and Level of Seismicity
The seismic hazard caused by ground shaking is based on location of the building relative to earthquake faults,
geotechnical and geologic characteristics. This part of the evaluation is chosen from 4 options, which coincide
with the recurrence level or probability of an earthquake occurring in a specified number of years and whether
the building is new or existing. The designations are BSE-1E, BSE-1N, BSE-2E and BSE-2N. They stand for Basic
Safety Earthquake, levels 1 or 2 and New or Existing. In simpler terms, a very large earthquake, which will cause
extensive damage, is generally considered to occur only after long periods of time, but a smaller less damaging
event would occur more often. The recurrence interval for the larger earthquake (BSE-2) is 975 years. Designing
to this level hazard is more restrictive and expensive for this project but is a reasonable goal in the long run. The
interval for the lesser event (BSE-1) is 225 years. This project will evaluate to the BSE-1E level, as the standard
only allows that level for a Tier 1 evaluation.
The Level of Seismicity is a parameter defined by site specific data that indicates the likelihood that a stronger
event may occur here than at other nearby sites. This location in proximity to active faults, makes this a Level
High.
The previous parameters and decisions of performance were made by Point 2 Structural Engineers, based on the
anticipated responses and levels the Police Department would want, engineering judgement, and proper
applicability of the standard for a Tier 1 approach. Should a more comprehensive Tier 2 or 3 evaluation be
made, the performance objectives could be enhanced or reduced as might be needed to better fit the
community requirements.
ARCHITECTURAL
Building Envelope
All windows in the PD wing as well as the original building were replaced during the 1992 remodel with what
appear to be vinyl clad wood double glazed units. The 1992 remodel drawings also indicate bullet-resistant
glazing in the exterior windows to dispatch but it is unclear if these were installed as this scope was described as
a bid alternate.
Exterior finish materials look to be in reasonable shape. The finishes include plaster with a brick wainscot.
The condition of the roof was not evaluated under this report; however, due to the seismic upgrades that would
be required under any major removal, the roofing and sheathing under the roof would have to be replaced in
entirety.
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ADA Compliance
The building is generally in compliance. ADA upgrades were done in the 1992 remodel which including new
accessible door hardware, toilet room upgrades with new casework. The existing stair railings don’t fully comply
and would need upgrading under a major remodel.
Interior Finishes
Interior finishes are in good condition and have been well maintained. Most of the deficiencies lie around lack of
program area and infrastructure for a public safety facility. See Section 4 for additional information.
Interior Furniture/ Fixture and Equipment (FF&E)
Generally, FF&E items are in good condition. Some are outdated and under a full modernization should be
replaced but are functioning. Toilet accessories in bathrooms are relatively new but not all are mounted at the
correct heights for ADA.
MECHANICAL
The mechanical systems for the building are simple
systems consisting of packaged gas/electric units
and split systems for the building. The controls are
stand-alone using thermostats. Some equipment is
located at grade and some is on the roof.
HVAC
The office areas located on the northwest side of the
building were separated from one of the buildings
existing systems and a newer 7-1/2-ton packaged
gas/electric air conditioning unit was installed at
grade, see Figure 2-25. Ducts are routed up the
exterior of the building and into the building through
the exterior wall. This unit is in good condition and
can remain.

Figure 2-25: Packaged gas/electric unit for north offices

The basement area is served from an existing heat
pump located at grade on the north side of the
building, see Figure 2-26. It has exposed ductwork at
grade and routed to the basement through the
exterior wall. The unit is old and is very likely beyond
its service life and should be replaced.
The men’s and women’s locker areas are located at
the basement level. Personnel indicated the exhaust
in the spaces was inadequate. We recommend
increasing the exhaust ventilation in those spaces and
installing a new exhaust fan in the exterior wall on the
north side of the building.
Figure 2-26: Packaged heat pump for basement
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The pump pit located at the base of the basement stairs on
the south side of the building was very dirty with debris. This
could cause an issue with the pumps during the rainy season.
The main MDF (server) room has a Mitsubishi, 2-1/2-ton split
system cooling unit with the indoor unit wall mounted and
the outdoor unit located at grade on the north side of the
building, see Figure 2-27. The equipment is in good condition
and can remain.
There are two 3-1/2-ton heat pumps located at grade on the
north side of the building. These are connected to the
indoor AC units 1 & 2. Refrigerant piping is routed up the
exterior wall into the building. A sheet metal shroud is
around the piping, see Figure 2-28. The equipment is in good
condition and can remain.

Figure 2-27: MDF Room fan coil unit

The AC Units 1 & 2 system appears to have zone volume
dampers with thermostat controls. It could not be
determined if this system was functional. We do not
recommend this system as it is very difficult to control
properly.
The garage area adjacent to the police department has a gas
fired unit heater and what appears to be abandoned vehicle
exhaust hose, see Figure 2-29.
Much of the building exhaust appears to be routed to a
central relief located at the high roof.

Figure 2-28: Outdoor heat pumps for AC-1 & 2

PLUMBING
There are two (2) water heaters located in the old boiler room
on the west side of the building. One water heater is a Bradford
White, 75-gallon, gas fired, atmospheric type water heater. It is
piped under the building into the crawl space.
There is a second water heater, AO Smith, 50-gallon, gas fired,
atmospheric type, that we believe is for the adjacent building
but, could not be confirmed. This area also has a sump pump
located in a pit as this area is below grade as must be prone to
flooding during the rainy season, see Figure 2-31.
There are sewerage ejector(s) located on the north side of the
building, see Figure 2-30.
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Figure 4: Outdoor Heat Pumps for AC-1 & 2
Figure 2-29: Gas Fired Unit Heater

Gas
The existing water heaters and the new AC unit located west
side of the building have natural gas that appears to come from
the existing fire department.
Hot & Cold Water
Hot water for the building comes from a water heater located
in the lower level (old boiler room). Domestic cold water for
the building appears to come in on the south side of the
building according to as-built plans.
Fixtures
The plumbing fixtures appear to be in good condition.
ELECTRICAL
Electrical Power Service and Distribution
The switchboard receives power through an underground feed
from PG&E and the service splits into two meters. The police
station switchboard powers five HVAC units, two panelboards
and an ATS (Automatic Transfer switch). The ATS powers two
panelboards. The old fire station meter main feeds a
distribution section, and then feeds two panelboards and an
MTS (Manual Transfer Switch). The MTS feeds a distribution
section and then two panelboards. The MTS transfers power
from the normal source to the generator. See existing oneline diagram below, Figure 2-32.

Figure 2-31: Police Department Water Heater

Figure 2-30: Sewerage Ejector
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Figure 2-32:Existing one-line diagram

Emergency and Standby Power Supply System
The existing diesel emergency generator is an Onan
50kW, 1 phase, 120/240 Volts, installed in 1996. The
generator provides emergency power to the ATS and
MTS. The generator is located behind the west side of
the building (Figure 2-33).
Uninterruptible Power Supply
Currently there is a UPS (Uninterruptible Power
Supply) in the IT room serving IT loads through a
dedicated panelboard. The UPS is rack mounted and
fills up the entire rack. There are no drawings available
for the UPS installation. The UPS is powered from
Panel “B” with a 30 Amp, 2 pole breakers.
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Figure 2-33: Diesel emergency generator

Telecommunications Service and Distribution
The Main Server Room (Figure 2-34) is located on the first floor on the north side of the police building and has a
fiber connection to the town hall Building. The existing AT&T service entrance (MPOE) is located in the
basement (Figure 2-35). There is also a second MPOE at the old fire station (Figure 2-36). A radio tower is on the
north side of the building. There are five racks that are 90% full and it is undetermined if ports are available. The
number of available voice circuits at the punch blocks is undetermined.

Figure 2-34: Main server room

Figure 2-35: MPOE

Figure 2-36: Old fire station MPOE

Interior Lighting
The existing interior lighting in the Police Department Building was remodeled with new lights in 1994 (24 years
ago). The existing interior lighting in the old Fire House wing appears to be original with some piecemeal
upgrades; all upgrades appear to be about 20 years old. Lighting is controlled by wall switches. Currently there
are illuminated exit signs that are connected to emergency power.

Figure 2-37: Plastic wall
sconce

Figure 2-41: Type A base

Figure 2-38: 4' indirect
pendants

Figure 2-39: 2'x4' surface mounted

Figure 2-40: Linear under
cabinet

Figure 2-42: 2'x4' wrap

Figure 2-43: 4' strip light

Figure 2-44: Wet rated can
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Figure 2-45: Wall sconce

Figure 2-46: Surface mounted
drum

Figure 2-47: Emergency bug eyes

Figure 2-48: LED exit signs

SECURITY
Access Control
There are no electronic access controls on the building. This includes electronic locks, alarm contacts, door
contacts, card readers, key pads, biometrics, request to exit, and security motion sensors.
Video Surveillance
There is one camera in the lobby, monitored from Dispatch but there is no recording capabilities. There are no
intercom or intercom controls.
FIRE LIFE SAFETY
Exiting
There are illuminated exit signs throughout the facility. There are no tactile /braille exit signage at doors exiting
to grade which is required by code.
Fire Alarm
There is an existing fire alarm panel, horns, pull station, smoke detectors, and sprinkler flow switch. See Figures
2-48 through 2-52.

Figure 2-49: Fire
Alarm panel

Figure 2-50: Smoke Detectors

Figure 2-51: Fire Alarm horn
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Figure 2-52: Fire Alarm
pull station

Fire Sprinkler System
It appeared the buildings are equipped with a fire sprinkler system, but it did
not appear that the system meets code and not all rooms have sprinkler
heads. The sprinkler system should be further evaluated for code compliance
prior to any remodel work. The fire sprinkler riser is located in the fire house
wing, see Figure 2-53.
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
A walkthrough of the spaces was performed by Hazard Management
Services, Inc. (HMS) on August 13th, 2018. The inspection included the Police
building as well as the old Fire House wing (partially being occupied currently
by Police). Visual inspection data was documented which lists all
Figure 2-53: Fire sprinkler riser
components within each space, gives the approximate quantities, and
friability of materials. All this information can be found in the final report
provided under Appendix D. The report also includes the results of laboratory analysis samples. A total of 76
bulk samples were collected during the inspection from 55 identified suspect asbestos containing materials.
HMS also performed a lead paint survey using a Niton X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrum Analyzer (XRF) of all
components to be impacted during the potential renovation project.
The results found that the Fire House wing contained asbestos in all drywall with large knockdown texture.
Other finish materials (i.e. carpet, ceiling tiles, plaster, baseboards, plaster, linoleum, drywall with skip trowel or
smooth texture or unfinished, CMU and tile) were asbestos-free. All materials in the Police building were found
to be asbestos free. Lead paint was found throughout both buildings. Some paint material throughout both
buildings were found to be lead free. Refer to the final report for a full list of surveyed items showing which are
lead containing vs. lead free.
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3 TIER 1 EVALUATION – STRUCTURAL SEISMIC SAFETY
The Scope of this evaluation is a Tier 1 Screening, per ASCE 41-13. Based on the previous discussion, the Tier 1
Evaluation will use the following categories:
•
•

Basic Performance Objective BSE-1E with Immediate Occupancy Structural Performance (S-1) and,
Operational Non-Structural Performance (N-A) in a High Seismic Level.

The Tier 1 Screening is a quick evaluation of structures to identify buildings that comply with the provision of the
Standard. It consists of a series of checklists that are used, based on a site visit, review of existing drawings, and
preliminary calculations using general criteria. In this case many of the conditions are unknown, because
drawings are not available and destructive removal of finishes was not completed for hidden structural
members to be evaluated. The following is a compilation of the checklists. See Appendix A for the full checklist.
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY BASIC CONFIGURATION CHECKLIST
(14 ITEMS)
•
•
•
•

4 items compliant
1 item non-compliant
6 items not applicable
3 items unknown.

The only non-compliant item in this checklist is the proximity of the
adjacent building to the Police Station. The Fire Station was
constructed without a seismic joint or separation between the
buildings. See figure 3-1. This condition can transfer seismic forces
from one structure to the other that neither was designed to
accommodate.
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY STRUCTURAL CHECKLIST FOR BUILDING
TYPE W2: WOOD FRAMES, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
(25 ITEMS)
•
•
•
•

Figure 3-1 - No seismic joint between buildings
allowing each to move independently

6 items compliant
5 items non-compliant
6 items not applicable
7 items unknown.

Non-compliant:
1. Narrow Wood Shear Walls: Multiple openings
around the exterior of the building, and
subsequent short lengths of shear walls
between the openings will lead to highly

Figure 3-2: Shear walls
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Figure 3-3: Missing column connection

2.

3.

4.

5.

stressed and severely deformed walls in a seismic
event, that will reduce capacity of the walls. This reduced capacity is
worsened due to the straight exterior sheathing in lieu of plywood
sheathing. See Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-5.
Openings: This article refers to the number and size of openings in a
shear wall. Walls with large openings may have little or no resistance to
seismic forces. The remaining portions must be detailed specifically to
handle these increased stresses, to minimize extreme damage or collapse.
See Figure 3-4.
Girder Column Connection: This condition is occurring between the
ground floor and the support structure at the foundation level. Girders sit
on posts which are supported by concrete piers. A substantial positive
connection is not installed, which can lead to girders sliding off the post,
or the post displacing from the pier. See Figure 3-3.
Straight Sheathing: The ratios described in this item may comply, but it
cannot be completely determined in this evaluation. The span to length
ratio of the roof diaphragm between resisting elements makes the
diaphragm weak and subject to failure. See Figure 3-6.
Spans: This element considers the flexibility of large span diaphragms and
ensuring that diaphragm spans over 12’ are made of plywood panels or
diagonal sheathing. The roof of the northwest structure is straight
sheathing and is therefore non-compliant. See Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-4: Openings in shear walls

Figure 3-5: Straight exterior sheathing has
limited shear capacity

The 7 unknown items on this checklist may not be compliant
and be in need of rehabilitation upon further investigation.
These structural elements were not visible and would not be
found without removal of finishes, which is beyond the scope
of this study.
NON-STRUCTURAL CHECKLIST (82 items)
•
•
•
•

13 items compliant
10 items non-compliant
38 items not applicable
21 items unknown.

The large number of items in the Non-Structural Checklist
includes many types of structures and conditions that are not
included in this building. This is evident by the many Not
Applicable conditions, which cover multi story, materials not
used, and elevators for example. The unknown items were
either not observed during the visit and may have occurred in
other areas or were not visible. The non-compliant items
were observed and would be part of an overall rehabilitation.
The benchmark for this checklist is for “Position Retention”.
Basically, the items should be in the same place after an
earthquake. It is a very strict guideline and may be over
reaching in some cases, where all non-structural item needs
to be anchored. A certain amount of damage and
displacement will be expected, but usefulness after an event
for an Essential Service Building (ESB) is important. Some of
the recommendations can be disruptive or annoying to
normal daily procedures, but most are reasonable methods of
preparedness. The non-compliant items in this checklist are
as follows:

Figure 3-6: Straight roof sheathing has limited capacity as a
diaphragm

Figure 3-7: Edge clearance of hung ceiling is absent. Ceiling
could fall in an event.

Non-compliant
1. Edge Clearance: The distance between a suspended
ceiling grid and the enclosing wall at the free edge of
the ceiling needs to be at least ¾”. This allows the
main structure to drift in an earthquake without
causing distortion and damage in the ceiling system. See Figure 3-7.
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2. Canopies: The overhangs and canopies at the exits
are vitally important to stay intact after an event, so
as not to prevent occupants from leaving the
structure. The canopy at the south entrance
appeared not to have special detailing and ties back
to the structure. This qualifies also as an unknown, as
there was no way to see if a positive tie exists. See
Figure 3-8.
3. Chimneys: The extent of the chimney above the roof
should be no more than 2 times the least dimension.
The chimney near the boiler room exceeds this
Figure 3-8: Canopies
requirement. The chimney could become a falling
hazard in an event. See Figure 3-9.
4. Anchorage: This item is also an unknown as it is not
evident if the chimney is anchored at each floor level
and the roof. With the high projection above the roof,
the forces for anchorage at the roof are increased and
bracing should be installed. See Figure 3-9.
5. Tall Narrow Contents: Tall bookshelves, cabinets or
storage racks can tip over if not anchored to a
structural wall or floor. See Figure 3-10.
6. Fall-Prone Contents: Equipment, stored items or
other contents more than 20 lbs. in weight and above
4’ from the floor can be a falling hazard and can cause
injury and damage. A computer or server that is not
anchored could be damaged enough to prevent
essential services. Bracing or restraints or placing in
cabinets with latching doors is recommended. See
Figure 3-9: Chimney is too far above roof without bracing.
Figure 3-11 & Figure 3-12.
Anchors at the roof level are also needed.
7. Suspended Contents/Pendant Supports: Items without
lateral bracing that can swing, and damage other items
are a hazard. See Figure 3-13 and Figure 3-17.
8. Fall Prone Equipment: Similar to Item 6, equipment not
braced can fall and cause damage or injury.
9. Tall Narrow Equipment: Observed in the server room, the
racks are heavy and not anchored or braced properly. The
loss of these racks would hinder essential operations. See
Figure 3-16.
10. Conduit Couplings: Electrical conduit over 2.5” in diameter
should have flexible couplings to minimize damage due to

Figure 3-10: Tall shelves not anchored to wall.
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relative seismic displacement. Rigid connections where
attached to equipment can be torn apart because of
differential movement. See Figure 3-14.
SUMMARY
The structure at 1600 Floribunda Avenue appears to be well built,
with the main vertical load carrying framing system performing
satisfactorily. There was no apparent evidence of settling, cracking or
damage from failing members. The structure has a heavy tile roof,
and thick stucco walls, which is consistent with the architecture of the
era in which it was built. It also appears to have maintained its
structural integrity, without significant damage, in the past
earthquakes that are prevalent in this area.

Figure 3-11: Bracing or restraints needed

The structure however was not designed to be an Essential Services
Facility. The requirements to maintain operations after a major
event greatly challenges the structural systems of this historical
building and it is likely not to perform well.
This Tier 1 level of evaluation does not get into extensive
calculations and details that would be needed to truly retrofit this
structure to its desired capability. A few items have been identified
as major structural issues:
•
•
•

Separation between the buildings of the Police Department
and the Fire Department is inadequate/nonexistent.
Extremely short shear walls, with high aspect ratios, and
poor performance exterior sheathing is not adequate.
Straight sheathed roof diaphragms are not adequate.
Figure 3-12: Bracing or restraints needed

It is likely that the following additional items, based on the vintage of
the structure, are not installed or are inadequate, but cannot be verified
without removing finishes and further destructive investigation.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuous cross ties between exterior walls.
Overturning anchorage and adequate foundations at the end of
shear walls.
Collectors and chord ties between lateral resisting elements.
Adequate connection to the foundation wall.
Capacities of diagonal sheathed floor diaphragms.
Anchorage of roof tile.
Figure 3-13 Suspended fixtures can bump
into obstructions & fall or cause damage
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Figure 3-17: Suspended items can bump into
each other and fall or damage fixtures
Figure 3-16 Server racks not anchored to
floor, wall or ceilings

Figure 3-14: Rigid conduit should have flex connections

Figure 3-15: Conduit couplings
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4 NOTED DEFICIENCIES
The assessment level was a general assessment of building systems combined with an on-site physical
assessment conducted by architectural and engineering consultants to verify existing building systems, condition
and their major system component deficiencies. Evaluation did not include intrusive measures or destructive
testing. Assessment also included Police Professional Standards including the International Association for
Property and Evidence (IAPE), Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA), Law
Enforcement Evidence & Property Management Guide and guidelines from the International Association of
Chiefs of Police (IACP). The list of deficiencies includes the following categories: compliance, deferred
maintenance, modernization, functional deficiencies, hazardous materials, environmental and mission integrity.
A description of each is below.
COMPLIANCE
Following are a list of deficiencies related to current codes. Includes items associated with federal and state
compliance laws including the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Many of these code compliance items may
fall under grandfather clauses, allowing the buildings to operate under the codes that were in effect at the time
of construction but are no longer current. Upgrades may be required to meet compliance if triggered by
remodel work. Also reference accessibility survey completed for Town Hall Complex in 2017.
• ADA ramp has sections that exceed the 1:12 (8.33%) maximum slope.
• The existing accessible stall should be van accessible as it is the only stall along the path of travel to the
police department
• The parking sign is mounted at 47” from grade to the bottom of sign, should be 60” minimum above
finish floor.
• Van accessible stall signage provided at standard accessible parking stall. Relocate to van stall.
• Surface of parking stall and access aisle exceeds 2%.
• Outline of accessible parking not completely defined.
• Detectable warnings not provided at transitions between vehicle areas and pedestrian paving.
• Ramp has non-compliant handrails, handrail extensions.
• Ramp handrails not provided on both sides for entire length of ramp. Non-compliant handgrip surface.
• Entry stairs missing contrasting stripes.
• Entry stair has non-compliant handrails and handrail extensions.
• The site does not have an accessible site entry sign and should be added at one of the vehicle entry
drives from Floribunda.
• Accessible path of travel is not provided from public way (Floribunda Ave.) to police building entrance.
• Drinking fountain outside of main entry door does not comply. Hi-low fixture required.
• There are no public restrooms serving the police building.
• There public transaction counter does not have an ADA window.
• Accessible entrance into facility is not provided with an International Symbol of Accessibility (ISA) sign.
• Grade level exit doors shall be provided with tactile/braille exit sign with the word “EXIT” mounted on
the wall adjacent to the latch side of the door.
• Exterior door from basement leading to the grade-level exterior exit by means of a stairway shall be
provided with a tactile/Braille exit sign with the words “EXIT STAIRS UP” mounted on the wall adjacent
to the latch side of the door.
• The building lacks an elevator.
• Functional room doors do not have tactile/braille identification sign meeting code.
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Many doors lack accessible door maneuvering clearances.
Interior doors should be tested to make sure the force required to operate is not greater than 5 lbs.
Police building does not meet Essential Services seismic requirements. See Section 3, Tier 1 Evaluation.
Telecommunications Service and Distribution:
o Two of the racks are lag bolted to the floor and one is not bolted at all, this does not meet
seismic requirements.
o The horizontal cabling under the building in the crawl space should be protected from rodents
o The racks are almost full and vertical cable management missing (there is not enough space in
the room to add it).
o The horizontal cabling is not supported adequately throughout the building.
o There are abandoned cables throughout the building.
o There is a punch down block in the crawl space is exposed to dirt and rodents and is not rated
for use in this area.
o There are abandoned cables on the punch down blocks in the MPOE (doesn’t meet code) and
there is poor cable management.
Fire Alarm:
o There are no visual notification appliances (strobes) in the building.
o Detector spacing may not be adequate.
The Fire House wing has one exterior stair connecting the first and second floors. Depending on use and
occupancy load of 2nd floor a second exit stair may be required.

DEFERRED MAINTENANCE
The following items indicates work which corrects deficiencies that have been postponed beyond the regular life
expectancy of the system/facility or due to funding priorities.
• Emergency and Standby Power Supply System: The generator and ATS are rusting and are approaching
end of serviceable life.
• The heat pump unit located at the north side of the building is beyond its service life and should be
replaced.
• The pump bit located at the basement stairs on the south side of the building is filled with debris and
should be cleaned. This could cause an issue with the pumps during the rainy season.
• The existing heat pump serving the basement area (Figure 2-25) is old and is very likely beyond its
service life and should be replaced.
MODERNIZATION
The following are items that have been identified as obsolete or non-conforming to current best practices or
technologies.
• Electrical Service: The 120/240 volt open delta is not a standard service for a police station.
• Site Lighting:
o The site does not appear to have adequate lighting.
o The lighting sources are inefficient.
o Lights were on during the day
• Electrical Service: Having the service feeder tapped to feed two meters is not normal.
• Interior Lighting:
o The lighting sources are inefficient.
o Lights were on in unoccupied spaces.
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FUNCTIONAL DEFICIENCIES
The following are deficiencies for a component or system that has failed before the end of its expected life or
systems that are inadequate to service use.
• Telecommunications Service and Distribution: The racks are almost full and vertical cable management
missing (there is not enough space in the room to add it).
• Drainage: Town staff has noted that in the past that the Police Department building is susceptible to
flooding. There are few factors that contribute to this issue which include the following:
o The downstream drainage culvert at Terrace concrete channel is inadequately sized to convey
the flow across El Camino Real.
o Runoff from Adjacent properties to the west sheet flow onto the rear area of the Annex and
Finance buildings.
o Some of the roof downspouts from Town Hall building, Annex building, Finance building and
Police Department building discharge directly to the surface instead of being tied into an
existing underground drainage system.
o An existing storm drain pump that collects groundwater/storm water under the Finance building
discharges directly to the parking lot.
o Runoff from Floribunda Avenue spills over into the public parking area during larger storm
events.
• Sewer: Town staff has noted that the Police Department building sewer system under the building
requires cleaning annually. The existing system under the building is not properly sloped and probably
isn’t up to current standards. The portion of pipe outside of the building leading to the street has
recently been upgraded and replaced and the Town hasn’t had any problems with this segment of pipe.
• Electrical Service: Having the service feeder tapped to feed two meters is not normal.
• Electrical Power Service and Distribution:
o The feeders to AC-1, AHU-2, and AC-3 are under sized.
o The MTS (Manual Transfer Switch) in emergency operation is unprotected.
o Most of the exterior equipment is rusting and is approaching end of serviceable life.
o Employee service access to the exterior electrical equipment (main switchboard, generator, ATS,
MTS, distribution panels) on the west side of the building is difficult and large equipment cannot
be brought in or out on west side of the building without a crane.
o The electrical system is poorly configured and there is no identification on the main breakers
stating multiple power sources to the building.
o The electrical equipment does not meet current seismic requirements. Seismic requirements
have changed significantly since the existing equipment was installed.
• Telecommunications Service and Distribution: The racks are almost full and vertical cable management
missing (there is not enough space in the room to add it).
• Exhaust system in locker rooms is inadequate.
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
The following are deficiencies having to do with construction materials that are defined today as hazardous to
occupants in some situations. Also refer to hazardous material inspection report dated 8/17/18.
• Asbestos has been found throughout the Fire House wing (Police Annex). If disturbed it will require
abatement.
• Lead is present throughout all buildings. If disturbed during remodel, it will require removal
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ENVIRONMENTAL
The following Includes items that have been identified as potential non-conforming environmental health risk
items but have not yet been formally tested and determined to be a Compliance item.
• Fuel tank on site requires testing to determine any present environmental concerns and to identify
operational and maintenance needs.
MISSION INTEGRITY
The following includes items that have been identified as potential items that could adversely affect the facility’s
operations, compliance with recommended policing best practices, supports staff health and wellbeing, or limits
efficiency for service to community.
• Lack of acoustic separation between offices and other support spaces requiring privacy.
• Evidence:
o Walls should go from floor to ceiling with plywood or metal behind drywall.
o Rooms should not have windows.
o Evidence / property work area should be separate from storage.
o It is recommended to have an Evidence Property Manager office adjacent to the evidence
storage area.
o Evidence storage areas are scattered between two buildings in rooms that are not secure.
o HVAC systems serving evidence rooms should be stand-alone systems constructed to prevent
entry.
o Drug storage should be in separate room with stand-alone exhaust system with high-efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filters.
o High-risk items such as firearms, narcotics, currency/high-value items and jewelry requiring
extra protection should be in higher level secure area segregates from other property.
o The evidence room should have a release window for release of evidence and property to staff.
o There should be a secure transaction window to public lobby for transfer or property. Bullet
resistant glass is recommended with a duress alarm at secure side.
o Pass through lockers, including refrigerated units should be used for transfer of evidence from
patrol side to secure storage side.
• Lacking conference rooms. The one conference room sometimes serves other functions and is not
always available.
• No dedicated space for fingerprinting or livescan functions.
• No interview rooms.
• Out of space for additional lockers needed for patrol staff.
• There is no restroom serving detainees that are brought in to be interviewed prior to transfer to County
jail for booking. Currently the main admin restroom is used which is unsafe for staff.
• There is no secure waiting area for visiting dignitaries that are often onsite.
• Lack of a secure personnel and vehicle sallyport.
• No dedicated armory for storage of ammunition and guns. There is a SWAT equipment room which
stores some of these items. It is unclear from visual observation if this room meets code requirements
for a fire control area which is required where there is storage of explosives or hazardous materials. A
dedicated armory is recommended separate from SWAT gear and equipment to hold ammunition, tear
gas, other explosives with racks for guns. The room should also have an area for gun maintenance and
cleaning.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Inadequate storage for records. Storage is dispersed in 5 different location throughout building which is
inefficient and in some cases not secure.
No training room or storage for training equipment.
No area to do safe child exchange. Need a secure room.
Inadequate secure patrol parking lot. Only one exit in and out which sometimes gets blocked.
No storage for canine equipment or kennels for canine dogs.
Lacking designated report writing room. This function happens in the briefing room which is now serving
many functions. Function should be close to patrol entry and near evidence processing area.
No lactation room or reasonable accommodation. Note, current state and federal law requires
employers to give nursing mothers a private area to express milk and cannot be a toilet stall which can
be provided in different ways. There is current legislation in California that if passed may require a
dedicated room. Many government agencies are providing lactation room as best practice. One has
been shown in the recommended space program in Appendix C.
Uninterruptible Power Supply: There is only one UPS; preferably, for redundancy purposes there should
be two parallel UPS’s.
Video Surveillance: There should be video surveillance with CCTV cameras around the exterior of the
building and in the public spaces with the capability to be monitored from Dispatch with recording
capability.
Access Control: There should be access control on every door entering the building in the form of key
pad or cards in order to track, deny and authenticate authorized individuals.
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5 STAFF & SPACE NEED ASSESSMENT
ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING
Currently the Department has 36 total staff (28 sworn and 8 non-sworn), see Organization Chart Figure 5-1.
Population in the Town of Hillsborough is currently at 10,869 with minimal growth foreseen for a future
projected population of only 11,000. Although no added positions are identified on the existing staffing
summary, see figure 5-2 below, several positions are being recommended to better serve the needs of the
department, improve service to the community, to improve efficiency and to better meet best practices of for
police facilities.

Figure 5-1: Existing Organizational Chart
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STAFF AND SPACE NEED PROJECTIONS
Staff projections provide an intermediate step in the development of an organization’s space needs. The Town
of Hillsborough has seen little staff growth of the last four years and does not anticipate a significant change in
needs in the future. See Figure 5-2 below.

Figure 5-2: Existing staff summary

Growth Factors & Staff Projection Table
Increase in staff levels generally corresponds to increase in population. The Town of Hillsborough projects little
to no population growth in the future as the Town is mostly built out at present.
The current non-sworn to sworn ratio is 0.29 which is low compared to a typical goal of 0.50 for proper
supporting services, indicating that additional non-sworn positions may be needed in the future. According to
the 20 year projected staffing increases the ratio to 0.34.
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Figure 5-3: Staff review summary

CALLS FOR SERVICE
The calls for service (CFS) shows a dramatic increase from reported numbers between years 2013-2015 to 2016.
This can be explained by an antiquated CAD/RMS dispatching and records system being used prior to 2016 with
a new system installed March of 2016. The first full year of accurate stats was reported in 2017. The additional
increase beyond that is further explained by increased staffing numbers after 2017 which made for more units
on the street as well as the start of documentation for Officer initiated activity (OIA). The OIA was not captured
prior to 2016. Calls that come from reporting parties, allied agencies, other departments, etc. remains at about
10,000 per year and increases above that are as a result of proactive activity. Thus, no anticipated increase in
staff is foreseen to account for increase in calls for service.

Figure 5-4: Calls for service by year

SPACE STANDARDS AND FUNCTIONAL FLOW
Recommendations for Operational Efficiency
Space deficiencies have resulted in adjacency problems that limit operations and restrict the Departments ability
to meet professional standards and provide services. See Figure 5-5, Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 for recommended
police operation flow diagrams for key elements of a police facility. Some recommendations listed below may be
possible to implement in the current facility, but most would only be feasible in a new facility or with major
modifications to the existing. Recommendations include:
• Provide a permanent collocated evidence processing and storage facility. It should be emphasized that
the storage of evidence in multiple locations throughout the Police building and Annex is not only
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

inefficient but poses a threat to chain-of-custody requirements for evidence and undermines a critical
aspect of the Police Department’s core mission.
Establishment of an EOC for the Town of Hillsborough. Currently shared with Burlingame which is
difficult to operate out from during an emergency.
Design Separate Public and Secure Employee and Patrol Parking.
o Provide Employee Parking Adjacent to Staff Entry.
o Provide Patrol Parking Adjacent to Vehicle Sallyport and Staff Entry.
Records files should be consolidated using high density storage (to limit space need) and Technological
Infrastructure to further reduce space (iRIMs Record Management System).
Design Staff Entry Adjacent to Evidence Processing, Lockers & Showers, Report Writing, and Armory.
o Seek to Co-locate Report Writing with Interview Room(s) and Sgt’s Offices.
o Seek to Co-locate Staff Entry with Briefing, Physical Training and Crime Prevention.
o Keep Dispatch and Administration Spaces a Short Walk from The Above Spaces.
Replace patrol lockers with public safety lockers with built in charging stations in each locker.
Provide all of program-required spaces to deliver state of the art police facility.
Provide area for volunteers, collocated with command staff.
Establish training facility which supports technology. New technologies (body-mounted cameras, tablet
computers, drones, new protective gear, etc.) require special training along with space provisioning.
Facility could be shared with other Town functions.
Establish detective area that is close to evidence processing and storage and near interview rooms.
Detectives offices need to have a high level of acoustic separation from other areas for private, secure
conversations.
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Figure 5-5: Site flow diagram
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Figure 5-6: Evidence flow diagram
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Figure 5-7: Patrol and staff entrance flow diagram
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SPACE SUMMARY
Building
The listed existing space summary for the Hillsborough Police Department was developed from site visits, asbuilt drawings and meeting notes. The space needs were developed for both current use year 2018, projected
need 2018, and future projected 20-year need.
A departmental circulation factor is applied to the net for each department which covers circulation within each
department and on the Summary page a building efficiency factor is added which accounts for wall thickness,
major circulation between departments, vertical circulation, and electrical, mechanical and plumbing spaces not
listed under facility support. Net assigned area per workstation or item have been based on typical police space
standards and experience with similar projects. Below is a summary of needed area by department. Note the
existing square footage being used is 9,610 sf which is dispersed between the police building and the old fire
station wing which is being used as an annex for storage. The recommended need is more than double that with
slightly more growth added over the next 20 years which is given to a few more added staff positions. The
disparity in square footage between current and recommended can be attributed to lack of support space
throughout the department that is limiting the Town’s ability to meet recommended policing standards. See
below for a summary of building spaces, indicating a recommended facility sized at around 20,000 sf which
would serve the Department’s needs well into the future. See Appendix C for the full space program break down
by each division.
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Site
The Department currently operates within 0.5 acres which includes the parking immediately adjacent to the
Police buildings along with the secure site areas north and west of the main Police building. The main Town Hall
parking lot and overflow gravel parking lot (Walnut Lot) to the south of the Town Hall Complex is used for
personal vehicles and not included in the 0.5 acres. The needed site area is more than double what is currently
provided. If Police operations were relocated to a new site approximately 1.4 acres would be required.
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6 RECOMMENDED FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
The following descriptions include recommended upgrades that could be considered as the Town undertakes
remodel projects. Required upgrades are also listed that may be triggered dependent on size and nature of the
remodel. Some recommendations listed below may not be required if Police operations moves offsite and the
existing building is repurposed to other town uses.
SITE SYSTEMS
SITE ACCESSIBLITY
There would be path of travel upgrades required through the site to continue access to the public way. Minor
upgrades would be required to the ADA parking stalls, handrails and accessible ramp.
ARCHITECTURAL AND SITE LANDSCAPE
No landscape upgrades would be required. Architectural site upgrades would include improvements to security
and adding provisions for missing site program elements which would be limited based on site constraints.
CIVIL
Utility Services
Any proposed building improvements will require an
evaluation to ensure that the proposed sewer/water/storm
drain demand can be accommodated by the existing systems.
The Design team will work with the Town to determine any
additional communication and electrical requirements.
Service laterals shall be installed based on new tie-in locations.
Alleviate Flooding
An extensive hydraulic study would have to be performed to
assess the existing drainage system upstream and downstream
of the project site to adequately provide a long-term solution to
the flooding issues. The existing drainage culvert directly
downstream of the Terrace concrete channel has been
identified by the Town to be inadequate to convey the flow
across El Camino Real which adversely impacts the drainage
systems upstream.

Figure 6-1: ADS StormTech Chambers

Potentially, there are a few improvements that could be installed to alleviate some of the flooding concerns on
site which include the following:
• Installation of an underground storm drain detention system similar to the StormTech Chambers seen in
Figure 6-1. The detention system would consist of rows of drainage pipes situated under the existing
parking lot. The detention system would be able to capture the parking lot and building roof drain
runoff, detain and meter the flow prior to being discharged to the downstream drainage system.
Additional studies will be required to assess the proposed underground detention system.
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•

Connection of roof downspouts to existing underground drainage systems to eliminate discharge of the
runoff onto the parking lot.

•

Connection of groundwater pump station to existing underground drainage system to eliminate
discharge of the runoff onto the parking lot.

Stormwater Treatment (C.3 Requirements)
The proposed improvements that create and/or replace 10,000 square feet or more of impervious surface must
implement low impact development (LID) stormwater treatment measures. Required stormwater treatment is
100% of the added and reworked impervious area.
Currently, the site does not have any stormwater treatment facilities. Any new stormwater treatment facility
could also be used to retain some of the stormwater which could alleviate some of the flooding on site.
Civil Recommendations
It is recommended that additional hydraulic studies are performed to assess the flooding issues at the site. At
minimum, the following will be required:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confirm the limits of the watershed area.
Verify the existing drainage systems within the watershed area including pipe sizes, inverts and rim
elevations.
Perform a hydraulic analysis of the existing drainage system based on a 10-year storm event (or as
required by the Town)
Identify existing locations where the drainage pipes are inadequately sized
Evaluate proposed pipe upsizing of existing inadequate drainage pipes
Evaluate proposed on-site detention system

SITE ELECTRICAL
Service
A new Pad mounted three-phase utility transformer and main electrical service is recommended.
Site Lighting
New post top lights to match the town hall lights with upgraded LED light sources. New wall sconces at the
exterior entrances and exits.
STRUCTURAL SEISMIC UPGRADES
STRUCTURAL
The seismic force level used for a Risk Category IV building such as this is 50% higher than what this building
would need to resist as a non-Essential Services Building (ESB). In addition, the base shear values have
increased over time since this building was constructed, which will also increase the demand. Subsequently, all
the existing seismic resisting members will require a higher capacity than the original design likely included. In
our experience, a minimum level of upgrading will be required, regardless if this is an ESB or not, with the ESB
having a larger demand than a normal code upgrade.
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The historic nature of this building, and the need to upgrade to meet current standards as an ESB presents a
common difficulty. The most efficient and cost-effective structural solutions do not always coexist with the
needs to preserve the historic integrity of a structure. The final evaluation will need to marry these concepts
further, but for the purposes of this evaluation, the basic structural components are identified, with some
consideration given to the antiquity of the structure.
The recommended improvements for this building would be the following:
1. Cut back Police building wing addition and fires house wing from original structure and install seismic
joint between buildings.
2. Remove all roofing tile, save for reapplication and add anchorage upon re-installation as needed.
3. Provide new structural plywood over the existing straight sheathing on entire roof, including mechanical
wells.
4. Provide uplift anchors at all rafters to top plate connections around perimeter of building.
5. Provide shear transfer anchors at each rafter to top plate connection.
6. Provide straps at all double top plate splices to transfer chord and collector forces around perimeter
walls.
7. Provide metal collector straps over plywood at all re-entrant corners continuously across building.
8. Remove all interior finishes on exterior walls and install wall plywood for shear resistance.
9. Add plywood on interior transverse wall above north basement wall. Add holdowns and anchors
needed.
10. Add interior plywood along both corridor walls.
11. Some windows in the exterior walls will need to be infilled for shear requirements.
12. All shear walls will require additional anchors and connectors at the ends i.e. holdowns and straps to
transfer forces from the roof to the floor and the foundation below.
13. Add plywood sheathing over the existing diagonal sheathing at the floor level.
14. Provide connectors around entire concrete perimeter wall to sill plate.
15. Provide positive connections of all beams to posts and posts to piers below the ground floor.
16. Provide non-structural remediation as indicated in the deficiencies in Section 3 of this report.
The size, extent, depth or reinforcement of the foundations are not known. An investigation will be
necessary to accurately evaluate and analyze their capacity that is beyond the scope of this report. There
were no failures, large cracks or settlements observed in any of the foundations at the time of visit.
Therefore, this report assumes the foundations to be adequate as constructed until known otherwise.
The code requires an upgrade whenever the occupancy of a building changes to a higher risk, which is what
happened when this structure became a Police Facility. We have not seen any indication that seismic
strengthening was completed at that time. The other factors requiring rehabilitation are dangerous
conditions and/or changing the weight or resistance of a building by more than 10% during a remodel. An
increased weight of building will increase the seismic forces and removing shear walls or braces etc. will
decrease the capacity of resistance.
Assuming that the occupancy would change back to a non ESB, a remodel would not revise the current
seismic capacity of the structure, and additional loads such as walls, insulation, finishes etc. do not surpass
the 10% threshold, it is possible that very little structural work would be necessary by code. Even so, in this
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scenario however, it would still be our recommendation that items 1,2,3,7 Some of 8 and 11, 14 and 15 from
the above list would still be provided.
BUILDING SYSTEMS
ARCHITECTURAL
Because of the age of the building and the last remodeling happening more than twenty years ago, it would be
recommended under any change of use or extensive remodel to update finishes and equipment, furnishings and
other construction that may need updating to meet current code.
ADA Compliance
A full compliance survey has not been completed at this time. Deficiencies have been noted based on visual
observation during the site inspection throughout the building and are listed in Section 5.
MECHANICAL
The following upgrades are recommended:
• Due to the building’s structural limitations, all exterior equipment is recommended to be located at
grade or in the attic area where the load could be isolated and designed into any new structural
upgrades.
• Installation of a direct digital control system to improve operation of the equipment and allow
monitoring to help maintain the systems.
• The options for equipment on the first level are limited based on part of the floor located below grade.
We would recommend a high efficiency, variable refrigerant flow system. This system allows for
maximum versatility and efficiency. Each space would have a dedicated fan coil unit to provide the best
in comfort and space temperature control. The system would also require a dedicated outside air
ventilation unit located at grade.
• For Dispatch, install (2) new units (one is redundant back-up). Both units need to be connected to the
generator.
• Relocate all thermostats to meet the American Disabilities Act.
• We recommend installing a fire suppression system in the Server Room. In addition, the room should
have a redundant unit installed. For additional protection, if the space has wet fire sprinklers, provide a
pre-action fire protection system.
• Provide dedicated exhaust in SWAT equipment storage room.
• We recommend the Locker Rooms have improved exhaust and ventilation to the spaces.
PLUMBING
Install a new, high efficiency, condensing water heating system be installed with hot water return and circulating
pump. This will reduce the wait time for hot water.
Fixtures
Install high efficiency plumbing fixtures to reduce water usage and to meet the California Green Code.
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ELECTRICAL
Compliance with current code and standards requirements
There have been significant code changes since construction of the building and remodel of the building 1994. In
brief, for new construction, the Energy Code will require for the expansion and remodel areas:
• Lighting systems and equipment that comply with Section 130.0
• Mandatory indoor lighting controls that comply with Section 130.1
• Outdoor lighting controls and equipment that comply with Section 130.2
• Lighting control acceptance and installation certificate requirements that comply with Section 130.4
• Electrical power distribution systems that comply with section 130.5
• Minimum daylighting for large enclosed spaces that complies with Section 140.3(c)
• An indoor lighting system that complies with Section 140.6
• An outdoor lighting system that complies with Section 140.7
In addition, for existing and new construction, the American Disabilities Act will require compliance with
provisions on:
• Mounting heights of switches, receptacles and fire alarm initiating devices
• Types and locations for fire alarm notification appliances.
The existing emergency generator does not comply with current air quality regulations and seismic codes. The
communications facilities do not comply with Telecommunications Industry Associations (TIA) Standards. The
TIA Standards are voluntary standards, not enforceable codes.
Electrical Power Service and Distribution
It is not anticipated that there will be a significant load increase. However, it is recommended to replace the
existing main switchboard, meter/main, and distribution board based on age of equipment with one main
switchboard. In addition, the improvements would include installation of new panelboards and branch circuits.
Any new electrical service provided to the building or feeders added would require compliance with current
energy code standards.
Emergency and Standby Power Supply System
Recommended improvements include the replacement of the generator, ATS (Automatic Transfer switch) and
remove the MTS (Manual Transfer Switch). Loads that were powered from the MTS would be powered from the
ATS.
Uninterruptible Power Supply
It is recommended that the telecom room and the dispatch room be served with parallel UPS’s. The existing UPS
is in good shape and could be used at another site that does not require seismic rating on the equipment.
Telecommunications Service and Distribution
The MPOE should be relocated to the first floor to avoid any chance of damage due to flooding. Since the Main
Server Room serves essential service functions for the Police Building, it should be upgraded with seismically
rated equipment with ladder racks and cable management. New pathways will have to be installed throughout
the building.
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Interior Lighting
Remodeled areas will require compliance with the 2016 California Energy Code. This would require complete
replacement of the lighting and lighting control systems in the remodeled areas. Provide new code-compliant
exit signs powered from the emergency power system at required exits. Any change to the room size would
require new lighting meeting current energy code. Any addition or replacement of lighting would require new
fixtures meeting current code.
SECURITY
Access Control
Recommended to provide a centralized Access control system with card readers at staff entry door and select
interior doors. There will also need to be card reader access at the gates in the secured parking lot.
Video Surveillance
Recommended to provide video surveillance around the exterior of the building and in the parking lots. It’s also
recommended to provide video surveillance in the interior public spaces.
Public admittance should be controlled by a by video intercom and remote activation from Dispatch or
designated officer.
FIRE LIFE SAFETY
Fire Alarm
Improvements would include installation of initiation devices and notification appliances to meet code
requirements and early notification with smoke detectors in all the rooms.
Fire Sprinkler System
Under a major remodel the fire sprinkler system would have to be upgraded.
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Asbestos
If remodel work is performed in the Fire House wing abatement will be required for any asbestos containing
material disturbed under the remodel. The Police building has been found to contain no asbestos containing
material and will not require abatement work.
A contractor registered with Cal/OSHA as an asbestos abatement contractor must perform the removal of the
materials. The workers performing the work will need to have AHERA Worker training with at least one worker
trained to the AHERA Contractor-Supervisor level. The contractor will need to file a notification with the local
Cal/OSHA office at least 24 hours prior to abatement activities commencing at the site. Workers will need to
handle asbestos-containing materials in accordance with 8 CCR 1529.
The US EPA NESHAP regulation requires the abatement of any asbestos-containing materials that are friable or
likely to become friable during demolition/renovation activities that contain more than 1% asbestos. A 10working day notification will need to be filed prior to abatement activities commencing. There are fees
associated with this notification that would need to be paid prior to the 10-working day period commencing.
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Any non-friable materials that may become friable during abatement, will need to be disposed of as hazardous
(regulated) asbestos-containing material. For non-friable materials that are not made friable, the materials may
be disposed of as non-hazardous asbestos-containing material.
To comply with California State License Board requirements, the contractor performing abatement will need to
hold the C-22 asbestos abatement license or the C-class specialty license for each trade work to be performed
with asbestos certification. If the contractor is performing two trades work or more, the contractor may also
hold the B-class general license with asbestos certification.
Lead
Remodel work performed in any portion of the Police building as well as the Fire House wing will require proper
lead removal and handling. Material containing lead that is not disturbed may be left in place.
Personnel impacting paints with detectable lead must have lead training sufficient to meet the requirements of
Cal/OSHA, 8 CCR 1532.1. The workers must use lead-safe work practices when handling paints with any
detectable amount of lead. To comply with CDPH requirements, a containment area must be used to prevent
the buildup of lead dust on surfaces to remain. To comply with the California Department of Toxic Substance
Control and Title 22 requirements, all waste streams created as part of the project must be profiled or
characterized prior to disposal and packaged as applicable.
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7 PRELIMINARY PLAN OPTIONS
Five site plan options have been prepared, all delivering the recommended program area of 20,950 sf either
with a new building or combination of remodeled and new. Each option attempt to improve site circulation and
deliver the recommended police site functions. Enlarged Plans for each option can be found in Appendix E.
A preliminary project schedule has been prepared for each option which describes timeline requirements for
design and construction. It assumes that no planning department design review and public process will be
required. It does not include time for land acquisition or right of way planning approvals where required.
Project costs shown below include direct construction cost and related indirect cost for engineering, testing,
inspection, furnishings, and equipment to name a few. Costs include 10% cost escalation to an assumed 2 years
to the midpoint of construction as well as a 10% construction contingency for any changes which occur during
construction. Costs shown exclude land acquisition if any and public right of way work for Walnut Avenue where
occurs.
SITE PLAN OPTION A - RENOVATE EXISTING AND EXPAND
The Police Annex and adjacent Town buildings are
demolished to make room for a new 3-story 14,955 sf
police building. The existing 5,995 sf police building is
renovated to essential service standards and used for
ancillary police functions for a combined area of 20,950 sf.
The existing park is demolished to accommodate expanded
secure police site functions.
A new 3,200 sf office building is built to the southwest of
the main Town Hall building to house functions displaced
by the new police building. This requires realignment of
Walnut Avenue, a new parking lot and driveways off
Walnut Avenue. The main Town complex parking lot is also
reconfigured for expanded capacity and improved circulation.
Schedule
Because of the complexity of the construction, phasing will be required in order to maintain continuous
Police and Town operations during construction.
Schematic Design
Construction Documents, 60%
Construction Documents, 90%
Construction Docs, 100% Permit
Bidding and Award
Construction Phase 1
Construction Phase 2
Total Design and Construction

3 months
4 months
4 months
1 month
3 months
15 months (1)
6 months (2)
37 months
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Referenced notes from above:
(1) Phase 1 includes moving Police Annex functions offsite and Town office to be displaced into
temporary modular buildings, roadway work for realignment of Walnut Avenue, construction of new
Town office building and associated site work with the new 3-story PD buildings.
(2) Phase 2 includes renovation of the existing PD building, all site work around the PD building including
improvement to main parking lot.
Cost
Option A is the lowest cost option with development of approximately 1.6 acres.
Direct Construction Cost
10% Escalation assumes 2 years
10% Project contingency
Total Direct Construction Cost
Indirect Construction Cost
Total Project Development Cost

$17.1 million
$1.7 million
$1.7 million
$20.5 million
$3.4 million
$23.9 million

SITE PLAN OPTION B – CHURCH SITE 1
This option requires land acquisition of the adjacent +/0.46-acre Church property which allows for construction of
a new 2-story 14,955 sf PD building along with new secure
parking and site functions. The existing 5,995 sf police
building is renovated to essential service standards and
used for ancillary functions in combination with the new
police building for a total area of 20,950 sf. A new secure
entrance driveway is accessed from El Camino with new
secure fencing around the church parcel. Police public
presence with visitor access remains from the main Town
complex parking lot.
A new 2,475 sf town office building is built to southwest of
the Town Hall building to house functions displaced by the new police building. This is slightly less then Option A
as a portion of the existing Town office building remains. This requires realignment of Walnut Avenue, a new
parking lot with driveways. The main Town complex parking lot is also reconfigured similar to Option A.
Schedule
Similar to Option A with added time for additional site work on Church property.
Schematic Design
Construction Documents, 60%
Construction Documents, 90%
Construction Docs, 100% Permit
Bidding and Award
Construction Phase 1
Construction Phase 2
Total Design and Construction

3 months
4 months
4 months
1 month
3 months
18 months (1)
6 months (2)
39 months
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Referenced notes from above:
(1) Phase 1 includes moving Police Annex functions offsite and Town office to be displaced into
temporary modular buildings. Demolition of Church property buildings and site. Completion of
Walnut Avenue realignment, new parking lot and construction of new Town office building with the
new 2-story PD building with associated sitework.
(2) Phase 2 includes renovation of the existing PD building, all site work around the PD building including
improvement to main parking lot.
Cost
Costs are higher than Option A with additional site work and more complex building construction on
acquired Church property.
Direct Construction Cost
10% Escalation assumes 2 years
10% Project contingency
Total Direct Construction Cost
Indirect Construction Cost
Total Project Development Cost

$18.6 million
$1.8 million
$1.8 million
$22.2 million
$3.7 million
$25.9 million

SITE PLAN OPTION C – CHURCH SITE 2
Similar to Option B, except instead of renovating the
existing PD building to essential services standards for
continued police use a new 3-story 20,950 sf PD building is
built to house all of PD space needs. The existing PD
building is partially renovated to house displaced Town
office functions leaving a portion of the exiting building
vacant for future expansion. The new town office building
and Walnut Avenue realignment included in Options A and
B are not required under this option.
Schedule
Reduced schedule as compared to Options A and B
with reduced site work and new building area. This option does not include new Town office building,
parking lot and Walnut Avenue realignment and only includes partial remodel of existing PD building.
Schematic Design
Construction Documents, 60%
Construction Documents, 90%
Construction Docs, 100% Permit
Bidding and Award
Construction Phase 1
Construction Phase 2
Total Design and Construction

3 months
4 months
4 months
1 month
3 months
12 months (1)
4 months (2)
31 months
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Referenced notes from above:
(1) Phase 1 includes moving Police Annex functions offsite and Town office to be displaced into
temporary modular buildings. Demolition of Church property buildings and site elements. Completion
of a new 3-story PD building with associated site work.
(2) Phase 2 includes partial remodel of existing PD building to Town offices including improvement to
main parking lot.
Cost
Higher cost from Option B. Although there is reduced site area with elimination of new Town office
building and no Walnut Avenue realignment, addition cost is seen with construction of an all new PD
building to essential service standards with elevated second story and lower level secure parking.
Direct Construction Cost
10% Escalation assumes 2 years
10% Project contingency
Total Direct Construction Cost
Indirect Construction Cost
Total Project Development Cost

$20.7 million
$2.1 million
$2.1 million
$24.9 million
$4.0 million
$28.9 million

SITE PLAN OPTION D – SOUTH LOT 1
This Option builds a new 3-story 20,950 sf building
with underground parking immediate adjacent to
the existing Town Hall building. Walnut Avenue is
realigned, similar to Options A & B to
accommodate the new Police building. Police site
functions are not fully meet due to site
constraints in this location. Secure site functions
could be left north of existing PD building but
would be disconnected from new functions.
The vacated existing PD and Annex buildings are
left vacant for future Town growth. Costs for
renovated these buildings are not included as Town functions are not immediately displaced.
Schedule
Reduced schedule compared to Options A, B and C as no phasing required with new building and site work
constructed outside of areas already in use with no displacement of existing services.
Schematic Design
Construction Documents, 60%
Construction Documents, 90%
Construction Docs, 100% Permit
Bidding and Award
Construction
Total Design and Construction

3 months
4 months
4 months
1 month
3 months
14 months
29 months
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Cost
Highest cost of all options. Even though this option has the lowest developed site, underground parking is
an expensive add and realignment of Walnut Avenue is also required.
Direct Construction Cost
10% Escalation assumes 2 years
10% Project contingency
Total Direct Construction Cost
Indirect Construction Cost
Total Project Development Cost

$22.3million
$2.2 million
$2.2 million
$26.7 million
$4.3 million
$31.0 million

SITE PLAN OPTION E – SOUTH LOT 2
Similar to Option D, this option builds a
new 3-story 20,950 sf Police building
with underground parking south of
Walnut Avenue on the residential lot
and overflow parking area that is owned
by Town.
The vacated existing PD and Annex
buildings are left vacant for future Town
growth. Costs for renovated these
buildings are not included as Town
functions are not immediately displaced.
Schedule
Similar to Option D. Construction time is reduced slightly compared to Option D as Walnut Avenue
realignment is not required.
Schematic Design
Construction Documents, 60%
Construction Documents, 90%
Construction Docs, 100% Permit
Bidding and Award
Construction
Total Design and Construction

3 months
4 months
4 months
1 month
3 months
14 months
29 months

Cost
Similar to Option D, with some reduction as Walnut Avenue realignment is not required.
Direct Construction Cost
10% Escalation assumes 2 years
10% Project contingency
Total Direct Construction Cost
Indirect Construction Cost
Total Project Development Cost

$22.1 million
$2.2 million
$2.2 million
$26.5 million
$4.2 million
$30.7 million
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